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Popular science summary of the thesis 
I have a body, and it belongs to me. My body is something I constantly experience. I feel 

my body right now, as it sits on a chair; before, it was lying on a soft couch, and often, it 

touches the cold vinyl floor. I also sense my limbs, arms, and legs, even in complete 

darkness. I can experience the world from the perspective of my body. I know my body’s 

physical boundaries; what is me, and what is the rest of the world. A lot of information I 

process every day suggests that I am my body, but is this notion built on the same 

foundations in everyone? Are we born with it? Or is it created based on our sensory 

experiences collected throughout life? 

This PhD thesis investigates how the feeling of having a body, body ownership, develops 

and is maintained in blind individuals. While research shows that vision is particularly 

important for body ownership, blind individuals must rely on other senses, such as touch, 

interoception, or proprioception. The thesis includes five experiments that explore body 

perception and brain plasticity in blind and sighted participants. Study I shows that blind 

individuals are better than sighted at sensing their heartbeats. Study II is the first attempt 

to examine the perception of affective, pleasant touch in blind participants. Study III re-

examines a classic paradigm to study body ownership and integration of bodily senses, 

the somatic rubber hand illusion, in the largest group of blind participants to date. Study 

IV investigates the effects of short-term visual deprivation on cardiac, thermal, and tactile 

perception to determine if the enhancements of senses observed in blind individuals 

occur in sighted volunteers after brief deprivation of vision through blindfolding. Finally, 

Study V demonstrates that blind individuals with thicker occipital cortices are better at 

sensing their heartbeats. 

Overall, this thesis is the first attempt to systematically describe the similarities and 

differences in body perception between blind and sighted individuals. The findings of this 

research are important not only for understanding the processes behind the 

development and maintenance of body ownership following blindness but also for their 

implications in the further study of mental health in blind individuals. 

 

  



Abstract 
Lack of vision is associated with large-scale brain plasticity. Vision, touch, proprioception, 

interoception, and other sensory modalities are thought to play a vital role in developing 

and maintaining bodily awareness. How do blind people perceive their bodies, and what 

kind of compensatory neuroplasticity processes are involved? 

This thesis comprises a series of experiments focused on a profoundly understudied 

topic – the perception of one’s body following blindness. 

Study I shows that blind individuals are significantly better at perceiving their heartbeats 

than sighted individuals. The results indicate that blind individuals experience signals from 

inner organs differently than sighted individuals, which has implications for further 

research on emotional processing and bodily awareness. Study II provides a broader 

insight into tactile perception following blindness by studying discriminative and affective 

touch plasticity in blind and sighted groups. A key novel finding is changed pleasantness 

sensation due to affective touch, that is, slow, gentle, caress-like stroking of the skin, 

especially on the palm, in blind participants compared to sighted participants. The results 

have implications for understanding social and physical interactions in blind individuals. 

Study III re-examines a classic paradigm to study multisensory bodily awareness, the 

somatic rubber hand illusion, in a large sample of blind participants with a well-matched 

sighted control group. The results present strong evidence that blind individuals are 

“immune” to this illusion which suggests that they rely more on unisensory processing 

rather than multimodal integration of sensory signals, compared to sighted individuals. 

Study IV investigates the effect of short-term visual deprivation by a two-hour 

blindfolding procedure on the bodily senses of cardiac interoception, thermosensation, 

and discriminative touch in sighted participants. The results show no effect on these 

senses, which suggests that the changes observed in blind individuals on these sensory 

functions relate to their long-term lack of visual experience and associated brain 

plasticity changes. Finally, Study V uses structural magnetic resonance imaging to analyze 

cortical thickness in a group of blind individuals and a matched sighted control group and 

relate the cortical thickness measure to the behaviorally registered changes in cardiac 

interoceptive accuracy. The key finding is that blind individuals with thicker occipital 

cortices are better at sensing their heartbeats; this finding advances our understanding 

of the limits of cross-modal plasticity following blindness and suggests that the visual 

cortex supports the awareness of inner bodily sensations in blind individuals. 

Overall, this thesis is the first systematic characterization of differences and similarities 

between blind and sighted individuals in body perception and functioning of the bodily 

senses, opening a line of research with important links to mental health.  
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1 Introduction 
Knowing the boundaries of one’s body and perceiving it as one’s own is essential for 

survival and plays a fundamental role in human perception, cognition, and action. The 

percept of a body part or entire body as belonging to oneself, also known as the feeling 

of body ownership (see Ehrsson, 2020), has been traditionally explained in cognitive 

neuroscience as the result of the integration of visual, tactile, and proprioceptive signals 

pertaining to one’s own body (Ehrsson, 2020; Ehrsson, Spence, & Passingham, 2004). 

Among other structures, the ventral premotor cortex (Ehrsson et al., 2004; Zeller, Gross, 

Bartsch, Johansen-Berg, & Classen, 2011), posterior parietal cortex (Dijkerman & de Haan, 

2007), temporoparietal junction (Arzy, Thut, Mohr, Michel, & Blanke, 2006; Tsakiris, 

Costantini, & Haggard, 2008), and extrastriate body area (Arzy et al., 2006; Limanowski, 

Lutti, & Blankenburg, 2014) have been linked to the processing and combining of these 

sensory information. Recent accounts frame body ownership more broadly and include 

interoception, the sense of the body’s physiological condition (Herbert & Pollatos, 2012; 

Crucianelli, Krahé, Jenkinson, & Fotopoulou, 2018). Vision is thought to play an important 

role in the integration of these sensory signals since it often dominates other sensory 

modalities (e.g., de Vignemont, Ehrsson, & Haggard, 2005; Holmes, Snijders, & Spence, 

2006; Hagura et al., 2007; Longo, Cardozo, & Haggard, 2008; Marino, Stucchi, Nava, 

Haggard, & Maravita, 2010; van der Hoort, Guterstam, & Ehrsson, 2011; but see also: van 

Beers, Wolpert, & Haggard, 2002). However, one can still feel the ownership of their body 

without any visual input. Losing sight later in life does not mean losing the feeling of body 

ownership; similarly, a lack of visual experience, as in congenital blindness, does not mean 

a lack of body ownership. Consequently, is constant visual input indeed a crucial 

ingredient of the feeling of body ownership? How does it emerge based on other types of 

multisensory interactions? Research on body perception following visual deprivation, 

congenital and acquired blindness, and blindfolding of sighted volunteers can help answer 

these questions and thus understand the role of senses other than vision in developing 

and maintaining body ownership. 

 

1.1 Sensory contributions to the feeling of body ownership 

Touch is the earliest sensory modality to develop (Stein, Stanford, & Rowland, 2014; 

Bremner & Spence, 2017). There are frameworks for the development of the bodily self 

that point towards the importance of tactile (and olfactory) cues in its ontogenesis and 

maturation, as touch and olfaction, not vision, are the most developed systems in the fetal 

life (Ciaunica, Safron, & Delafield-Butt, 2021). Therefore, touch, especially the one holding 

social and emotional value, has been proposed to be a fundamental sensory experience 

on which later, other sensory experiences, especially multisensory, are built, with one of 
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these experiences being the multisensory perception of one’s own body (Ciaunica & 

Fotopoulou, 2017; Ciaunica & Crucianelli, 2019). Proprioception, meanwhile, is the sense 

through which the position and movement of one’s own body are perceived, originating 

through the input of muscles and joints (Proske & Gandevia, 2012). It is thus crucial for 

awareness of how the body and its limbs are oriented in relation to each other. 

Another vital aspect of body perception is sensing the signals from the internal body. In 

its classic definition, interoception is the sense of the body’s internal state, originating 

exclusively from visceral organs, such as the heart, lungs, stomach, and bladder 

(Sherrington, 1948). Current theories expand the definition of interoceptive signals to 

include various types of stimuli transmitted through lamina I of the spinal cord, e.g., sharp 

and burning pain, innocuous warmth and cold, itch, or affective touch, which are 

information that help the organism in regulating and stabilizing its internal environment 

through homeostasis (Craig, 2002; Purves et al., 2019; Crucianelli & Ehrsson, 2023). 

Interoceptive processing is closely tied to the development and maintenance of the 

bodily self, contributing to its stability (Monti, Porciello, Panasiti, & Aglioti, 2022). Given 

that signals from within the body remain relatively consistent and ongoing throughout 

one’s life, it is not surprising that interoception might serve such a “stabilizing” function. In 

contrast, exteroceptive signals, which are sensations resulting from stimuli outside the 

body, such as vision or hearing, tend to vary more unpredictably, depending on one’s 

interaction with their surroundings (Park & Blanke, 2019). As proposed by Babo-Rebelo 

and Tallon-Baudry (2019), visceral inputs can therefore be a continuous source of signals, 

“sending the message to the central nervous system that a body is there” (p. 47). 

Interoception also plays a vital role in self-other distinction and social cognition by guiding 

the ability to attribute physiological sensations to their cause (Palmer & Tsakiris, 2018). 

Finally, it has been repeatedly shown that interoceptive signals arising from affective 

touch (see Björnsdotter, Morrison, & Olausson, 2010) contribute significantly to the feeling 

of body ownership (Crucianelli, Metcalf, Fotopoulou, & Jenkinson, 2013; Lloyd, Gillis, Lewis, 

Farrell, & Morrison, 2013; van Stralen et al., 2014). The sensation of pleasant touch is often 

related to the stimulation of C-tactile (CT) afferents, which are unmyelinated nerve fibers 

(Vallbo, Olausson, Wessberg, & Norrsell, 1993). CT afferents are stimulated by touch 

delivered with velocities ranging from 1 to 10 cm/s (Löken, Wessberg, Morrison, McGlone, 

& Olausson, 2009; Ackerley et al., 2014) and are primarily present in hairy skin but also 

exist (although sparsely) in glabrous skin (Watkins et al., 2021). Recent research indicates 

that the experience of affective touch can increase body ownership following neurological 

conditions leading to disturbances in the experience of the body as being one’s own (e.g., 

Jenkinson et al., 2020). Therefore, there is evidence suggesting that tactile interoceptive 

cues have a significant role in how an individual perceives and represents their own body 

(Gentsch, Crucianelli, Jenkinson, & Fotopoulou, 2016; Ciaunica & Fotopoulou, 2017). 
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Our bodies send and receive signals through multiple senses and sources at the same 

time, which provide information about various aspects of what is happening in our body 

at any given moment. It has been proposed that the ability to combine such bodily signals 

relies on multisensory brain mechanisms (Ehrsson et al., 2004; Petkova et al., 2011; Blanke, 

Slater, & Serino, 2015; Maselli, Kilteni, Lopez-Moliner, & Slater 2016). Integrated information 

from different senses like touch, proprioception, and interoception thus combines into a 

holistic and unified perception of owning a body as a single construct. 

 

1.2 Brain plasticity following lack of vision 

Lack of vision is frequently linked to cross-modal plasticity, a form of brain plasticity that 

arises following sensory deprivation. This phenomenon can result in the enhancement of 

the remaining sensory systems to compensate for the absence of vision, which is a 

beneficial adaptive strategy (see Merabet & Pascual-Leone, 2010; Frasnelli, Collignon, 

Voss, & Lepore, 2011; Renier, De Volder, & Rauschecker, 2014; Singh, Phillips, Merabet, & 

Sinha, 2018). The vast majority of previous studies have explored this topic concerning 

the senses of audition (e.g., Voss et al., 2004; Gougoux, Zatorre, Lassonde, Voss, & Lepore, 

2005; Collignon, Voss, Lassonde, & Lepore, 2008) and touch (e.g., Goldreich & Kanics, 

2003, 2006; Chebat, Rainville, Kupers, & Ptito, 2007; Bauer, Yazzolino, Hirsch, Cattaneo, 

Vecchi, & Merabet, 2015), with much less focus given to the bodily senses of 

proprioception or interoception. 

 

1.2.1 Long-term visual deprivation (congenital and acquired blindness) 

Blind individuals outperform sighted individuals in sensory tasks across multiple domains. 

Notably, many studies have shown that individuals with congenital and acquired blindness 

show differences in the degree of compensatory brain plasticity processes (see Merabet 

& Pascual-Leone, 2010; Collignon et al., 2013). Therefore, blind participants are typically 

categorized in research according to the blindness onset into congenitally blind, early 

blind, and late blind groups: congenital blindness implies blindness from birth; early 

blindness means blindness acquired in childhood (until two years after birth according to 

Gougoux et al., 2004, Rombaux et al., 2010, Sorokowska, 2016); and late blindness means 

blindness acquired after the maturation of the visual system, e.g., in adolescence or 

adulthood (see Leat, Yadav, & Irving, 2009). In most studies, blindness is understood as 

complete loss of sight, with no residual vision (but see also Luers et al., 2014, for a study 

with blindness defined as severe bilateral visual impairment with <10% visual 

performance). While the evidence for brain plasticity following ocular blindness is 

extensive, the processes involved in brain reorganization concerning cerebral visual 
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impairment, a result of injury to visual processing structures and pathways, are much 

more poorly understood (see Bennett, Bauer, Bailin, & Merabet, 2019). Notably, there is 

significant variability in the degree of visual impairment in individuals with cerebral visual 

impairment (see Hirsch, Bauer, & Merabet, 2015). Due to the overarching purpose of the 

doctoral project, the studies discussed below will involve participants with an ocular visual 

impairment only unless specified otherwise. 

 

1.2.1.1 Touch and proprioception 

One of the frequently reported sensory enhancements associated with blindness is the 

development of superior tactile abilities. Foulke and Warm (1967) found that blind Braille 

readers were better at tasks involving two-dimensional stimuli presented to a fingerpad, 

such as recognizing patterns similar to Braille, compared to sighted volunteers. Analogous 

findings were obtained in a procedure that involved identifying gaps in or determining the 

orientation of bar-shaped stimuli (Stevens, Foulke, & Patterson, 1996). In a study by Van 

Boven and colleagues (2000), a group of 15 blind Braille readers was shown to have 

significantly higher tactile acuity in both their reading and non-reading fingers, as 

compared with sighted individuals. The results were obtained using the grating orientation 

task in which the participants are asked to identify the orientation of a grooved surface 

applied to the skin (see Johnson & Phillips, 1981; Van Boven & Johnson, 1994). Next, 

Goldreich and Kanics (2003) showed that blindness itself leads to superior tactile acuity: 

tactile enhancement would appear in groups of blind Braille readers and blind Braille non-

readers. The same researchers then found this pattern of results in a task which 

comprised of discriminating grooved surfaces from smooth ones (Goldreich & Kanics, 

2006). Finally, Wan and colleagues (2010) examined three groups of blind participants; 

congenitally, early, and late blind, on a vibrotactile discrimination task and showed that 

individuals who became blind in mid-adolescence showed no advantage over sighted 

volunteers, while both congenitally and early blind participants were better than the 

sighted participants, with congenitally blind volunteers outperforming the early blind 

volunteers. 

Further research has re-explored the notion that the improvement of the sense of touch 

in blind individuals could be the result of experience-dependent processes, such as 

frequent use of fingertips during Braille reading or the need to rely on touch for everyday 

tasks, rather than solely due to the absence of vision (e.g., Alary et al., 2009; Wong, 

Gnanakumaran, & Goldreich, 2011a; Voss, 2011). In the study by Wong and colleagues 

(2011a), blind participants outperformed the sighted volunteers on all fingers in the grating 

orientation task. However, blind Braille readers outperformed blind Braille non-readers 

and tactile acuity of the former on the finger preferred for reading significantly correlated 

with weekly reading time. Furthermore, the performance of blind and sighted participants 
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did not differ when the gratings were applied to the lips. Moreover, Legge and colleagues 

(2008) showed that blind Braille readers retain high tactile acuity throughout their 

lifespan, unlike sighted participants, who showed an age-related decline. 

Regarding proprioception, the evidence of compensatory plasticity following blindness is 

mixed. Yoshimura and colleagues (2010) showed that blind individuals rely on 

proprioception for guiding goal-directed movement even more than blindfolded sighted 

volunteers. However, the basic ability to localize one’s hand in space does not seem to be 

influenced by blindness, as no differences in finger localization task between blind and 

sighted participants were found in the study by Petkova and colleagues (2012). Similarly, 

in the study of Gosselin-Kessiby and colleagues (2009), who investigated how blind 

individuals use proprioceptive inputs to control the spatial orientation of their hand, the 

performance of blind participants was similar to that of blindfolded normally sighted 

participants in all tasks. Importantly, their findings also suggest that blind individuals 

exhibit an automatic mechanism to correct errors during reaching that is in fact guided 

by proprioceptive inputs and does not depend on prior visual experience. 

There have also been reports of reduced proprioceptive abilities following blindness. 

Cappagli and colleagues (2017) provided evidence for proprioceptive-spatial 

impairments in blind children and adults, manifested by a substantial deficit in 

proprioceptive reproduction. This effect was not manifested in a group of non-

congenitally blind participants. Importantly, Fiehler and colleagues (2009) showed that 

earlier orientation and mobility training improves the proprioceptive-spatial acuity of 

congenitally blind individuals, with those who received training before age 12 performing 

similarly to sighted individuals. Nonetheless, orientation and mobility training after age 12 

seemed to lead to poorer spatial perception than observed in sighted volunteers; this 

highlights the significance of early non-visual spatial experience in developing spatial 

perception in congenitally blind individuals. 

 

1.2.1.2 Interoception 

Interoception has not been extensively examined in blind individuals, with no studies of 

visceral interoception to date. The lack of investigation of this topic is surprising, given 

that interoceptive signals could play an even more critical role in detecting and avoiding 

dangers when visual information is unavailable, through monitoring of physiological states 

and arousal. In one of the very few studies on this topic, congenitally blind individuals were 

found to have a decreased heat-induced pain threshold and heightened sensitivity to 

cold pain, and they reported higher levels of pain intensity when exposed to laser stimuli 

that exceeded their threshold for pain (Slimani et al., 2013). Interestingly, the experience 

of pain seems to be enhanced only following congenital and not late blindness (Slimani, 

Danti, Ptito, & Kupers, 2014), possibly reflecting the limits of late-onset compensatory 
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plasticity observed in other sensory modalities (see Merabet & Pascual-Leone, 2010). 

Interestingly, increased sensitivity to painful stimulation has been observed following both 

early and late visual deprivation in mice (Touj, Tokunaga, Al Aïn, Bronchti, & Piché, 2019; 

Touj, Paquette, Bronchti, & Piché, 2021). 

What could be the reason for higher sensitivity to thermal pain in congenitally blind 

individuals? One of the explanations points towards more efficient central processing of 

C fiber-mediated input. C fibers are a class of unmyelinated nerve fibers carrying 

information from the somatic sensory system; this class includes C fiber nociceptors, 

which are responsible for the feeling of burning pain (see Purves et al., 2019). Slimani and 

colleagues (2016) showed that blind individuals respond faster to C fiber activation, as 

manifested by their significantly faster reaction times to C fiber-mediated sensations. 

The impact of anxiety on pain processing may provide another explanation, as research 

has found that congenitally blind individuals tend to report higher pain ratings when 

uncertain about upcoming noxious stimuli compared to sighted individuals (Holten-

Rossing, Slimani, Ptito, Danti, & Kupers, 2018); this could be attributed to their heightened 

attention to potential threats in daily life, a trait observed in a previous study comparing 

blind participants to sighted volunteers (Slimani et al., 2013). Another possibility is that 

blind individuals are more sensitive to pain because, by comparison, in sighted individuals, 

vision drives an “analgesic effect”; in other words, seeing the body can reduce the 

experienced pain (Longo, Betti, Aglioti, & Haggard, 2009). Importantly, blind individuals do 

not have significantly different thresholds for nonpainful thermal stimulation, both cold 

and warm, as compared with sighted volunteers (Slimani et al., 2013), even though blind 

participants have been shown to discriminate innocuous heat better than sighted 

volunteers (Slimani, Ptito, & Kupers, 2015). 

An interesting neuroimaging finding suggesting a link between interoceptive processing 

and brain plasticity following blindness comes from the study of Ortiz-Terán and 

colleagues (2016), who showed a significantly increased local degree of connectivity 

within the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in late blind participants. The ventromedial 

prefrontal cortex is a region implicated in visceral-somatic processing and self-

awareness (see Ongür & Price, 2000; Tacikowski, Berger, & Ehrsson, 2017). These results 

suggest a potential for enhanced processing of internal states in blind individuals. 

However, it is unclear why this improvement would be limited only to late blind 

participants, given that the compensatory plasticity processes seem to be more 

prominent in congenitally blind individuals (see Merabet & Pascual-Leone, 2010). 

 

1.2.1.3 Multisensory integration 

Does lack of vision influence multisensory integration, and if yes, does it facilitate or 

impede the process? Multisensory integration within the bodily senses of touch and 
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proprioception has been shown to be altered in blind individuals, which indicates that the 

behavioral and neural responses to tactile-proprioceptive stimulation are influenced by 

visual experience or the lack thereof (Crollen et al., 2018). Similarly, multisensory 

peripersonal space (the space immediately surrounding the body; see di Pellegrino & 

Làdavas, 2016) is influenced by (lack of) early visual experience (Collignon, Charbonneau, 

Lassonde, & Lepore, 2009; but see also: Ricciardi et al., 2017). These findings highlight the 

significance of vision in interactions between different senses, even if no direct visual 

input is involved.  

Strikingly, visual experience within the first months of life seems crucial for developing 

audio-visual interactions, as shown through the example of individuals with congenital 

cataracts who underwent sight restoration surgery in early childhood (Putzar, Goerendt, 

Lange, Rösler, & Röder, 2007). Although their performance in visual tasks was not impaired, 

they showed a decrease in performance in audio-visual tasks, compared to participants 

with normal developmental vision, suggesting a sensitive period for the development of 

multisensory interactions as early as within the first months of life. Along similar lines, it 

has been shown that normal visual development during such sensitive period is crucial 

for the neural circuitry responsible for multisensory processing to mature, as evident from 

reduced visual cortex processing during audio-visual stimulation than during visual 

stimulation in individuals who underwent cataract reversal surgery compared to 

participants with typical vision (Guerreiro, Putzar, & Röder, 2015). 

Multisensory illusions can be effective tools for investigating the mechanisms of 

multisensory integration, as they can show how the brain integrates information from 

different senses and prioritizes information from one sense over another. In the “double-

tap illusion”, which is an auditory-tactile version of the well-known double-flash illusion 

(Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2000), congenitally blind individuals were shown to be less 

likely to be distracted by sounds compared to sighted individuals (Hötting & Röder, 

2004a). Specifically, blind participants were better at accurately counting the number of 

touches they received when irrelevant tones were played during the task. According to 

the authors, there may be two reasons for this finding: first, the blind participants, who 

were all skilled Braille readers, may have been better at the task due to their enhanced 

tactile abilities. The other possibility is that the blind participants’ more accurate 

performance was a result of reduced interaction between the remaining, non-visual 

sensory modalities. This alteration could have prevented the full emergence of the illusion, 

leading to a more accurate performance in counting the taps (see also Lewkowicz & 

Röder, 2012). Another intriguing example of how blind individuals perform in a 

multisensory illusion paradigm can be found in a study examining the “parchment-skin 

illusion”. In this experimental setup, manipulating the sound that accompanies rubbing 

one’s palms together leads to a sensation of dry and rough skin (Jousmäki & Hari, 1998). 

In sharp contrast to sighted volunteers, who consistently experienced the illusion 
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throughout the experiment, blind participants did not report any changes in their 

experience after the auditory manipulation (Champoux et al., 2011). Another instance of 

alterations in multisensory integration in blind individuals is a reduced audio-tactile 

ventriloquist effect (Occelli, Bruns, Zampini, & Röder, 2012), in sighted individuals 

manifesting as a bias in the perceived location of auditory stimuli toward the tactile 

stimulation (Caclin, Soto-Faraco, Kingstone, & Spence, 2002). Furthermore, in a study by 

Renier and colleagues (2005), a sensory substitution device (a device changing the 

characteristics of one sensory modality into stimuli of another sensory modality; see 

Bach-y-Rita, Collins, Saunders, White, & Scadden, 1969) was used to convert visual 

information to sound to produce the Ponzo illusion (Ponzo, 1910), which is a geometric 

illusion that affects how two horizontal bars are perceived when presented with a pair of 

converging lines. Blind participants did not experience the illusion, while it did occur in 

sighted volunteers, indicating that developmental vision is necessary for the Ponzo 

illusion, even when its visual content is translated into another sensory modality. Finally, 

an important example of altered multisensory integration following blindness is the 

performance of congenitally and non-congenitally blind participants in studies using the 

somatic rubber hand illusion (see Section 1.3.1).  

Intriguingly, there is also evidence for an amplified experience of a perceptual illusion 

following blindness. In a group of early and late blind individuals, verbal labels (negative, 

neutral, and positive) presented with odors changed the perceived pleasantness of the 

odor (Cornell Kärnekull, Gerdfeldter, Larsson, & Arshamian, 2021), an effect previously 

observed in sighted individuals (Herz & von Clef, 2001; Stevenson, 2011), although to a 

lesser magnitude. As proposed by the authors, the possible explanation for why blind 

participants experienced stronger illusion that sighted volunteers could be that blind 

individuals rely more on verbal context compared to sighted individuals. Taken together, 

these examples of reduced and amplified illusory experiences in blind individuals can 

illustrate how multisensory illusions can be used to investigate the mechanisms of 

multisensory integration and how blindness can alter this process, leading to differences 

in performance between blind and sighted individuals. 

 

1.2.2 Short-term visual deprivation 

Numerous studies have indicated that short-term visual deprivation, as brief as 90 

minutes, can induce brain plasticity in individuals with normal vision. This observation can 

offer further insights into the mechanisms of brain plasticity. 

In behavioral experiments, short-term visual deprivation has been shown to increase 

tactile spatial acuity (Facchini & Aglioti, 2003), lead to more accurate sound localization 

(Lewald, 2007), improve the perception of harmonicity (Landry, Shiller, & Champoux, 
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2013), increase affective prosodic discrimination abilities (Fengler, Nava, & Röder, 2015), 

and enhance auditory perception by boosting competing noise detection (Pagé, Sharp, 

Landry, & Champoux, 2016). However, there are also reports of no significant influence of 

short-term visual deprivation on non-visual sensory modalities, showing no enhancement 

of tactile spatial acuity (Wong, Hackeman, Hurd, & Goldreich, 2011b), and haptic solid 

shape discrimination (Crabtree & Norman, 2014). 

On a neural level, short-term visual deprivation has been shown to alter neural processing 

of tactile form (Weisser, Stilla, Peltier, Hu, & Sathian, 2005), modulate oscillatory activity 

in temporal and occipital areas in response to auditory stimulation (Lazzouni, Voss, & 

Lepore, 2012), and increase the excitability of the visual cortex (Boroojerdi et al., 2000; 

Fierro et al., 2005), leading to its engagement in processing of non-visual stimuli (Merabet 

et al., 2008). However, similarly to behavioral studies, some reports show no significant 

effect of short-term visual deprivation on primary motor cortex excitability (Cambieri et 

al., 2017). 

Overall, there is evidence that transient restriction of visual input by blindfolding can, at 

least in some cases, reversibly affect various aspects of perception; this suggests that 

short-term visual deprivation can temporarily produce some of the perceptual changes 

as those experienced by blind individuals (see Merabet et al., 2008). Therefore, 

blindfolding paradigms can be a valuable tool for inducing and measuring behavioral 

markers of neuroplasticity to better understand the changes that occur in the brain 

following visual deprivation in a controlled manner. 

Interestingly, several studies have shown blindfolding-induced changes in the 

performance in multisensory tasks (e.g., Fengler et al., 2015). In a study employing the non-

visual version of the rubber hand illusion, the somatic rubber hand illusion (Ehrsson, 

Holmes, & Passingham, 2005) to probe the plasticity of body representation following 

short-term visual deprivation, the blindfolded group showed a significantly larger 

recalibration of hand position sense towards the location of the rubber hand than the 

control group, which is a behavioral indicator of illusion induction (Radziun & Ehrsson, 

2018a); this would suggest that a brief period of visual deprivation can impact not only 

single sensory modalities, as previous research has shown, but also multisensory 

interactions, in this case, related to the perception of one’s own body. 

An important and still unresolved question is if (multi)sensory enhancements can occur 

across all modalities or if behavioral improvements after short-term visual deprivation are 

characteristic to only particular senses, not affecting others. What are the limits of brain 

plasticity following short-term visual deprivation? Specific, targeted practice in one 

modality, e.g., Braille reading as a training of touch (see Voss, 2011), has been proposed to 

play a role in the level of sensory enhancement in blind individuals; therefore, it could be 

the case that the effects of blindfolding are not observed in every sensory modality that 
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is affected by compensatory processes in blind individuals because of lack of such 

practice as a facilitating factor. 

 

1.3 Body ownership following sensory alterations 

As pointed out by Faivre and colleagues (2015), even in severe neurological conditions 

(such as locked-in syndrome, tetraplegia, or deafferentation) or situations where sensory 

input is intentionally reduced (such as experimentally-induced sensory deprivation), 

bodily signals that originate from proprioception, interoception, or vestibular sense are 

never fully lost. However, the feeling of body ownership following such conditions can be 

dramatically altered.  

Damage to peripheral nerves might result in peripheral neuropathy, a condition 

characterized by, among others, impaired sensation and movement. Not surprisingly, 

peripheral neuropathy might lead to alterations in body ownership. Feeling alienated from 

one’s body has been described in a patient with acute neuropathy, who lost tactile and 

proprioceptive sensation below the neck (see Gallagher & Cole, 1995); this goes along with 

proposals rooting the feeling of being the body in motor experience, precisely through the 

capability of the body to perform actions (see Ferri, Frassinetti, Ardizzi, Constantini, & 

Gallese, 2012). Interestingly, the patient with acute neuropathy described by Gallagher 

and Cole (1995) later underwent training to learn to rely on visual information to 

compensate for lack of touch and proprioception and partially regained the feeling of 

body ownership. In 2021, Miall and colleagues re-tested the same person, and another 

patient with neuropathy. The latter patient suffered from a congenital absence of 

somatosensory afferents and was also trained to rely on vision to control action. When 

asked about her bodily sensations, she reportedly “never hesitates and has always 

maintained that she has one; when she closes her eyes, the world goes away, but she does 

not” (Miall et al., 2021, p. 1219). These examples present the potential of compensatory 

mechanisms in the feeling of body ownership following sensory alterations. 

 

1.3.1 Blindness 

Somatic rubber hand illusion (Ehrsson et al., 2005), a non-visual version of the “classic” 

rubber hand illusion (Botvinick & Cohen, 1997), is a well-established paradigm in body 

perception research (e.g., Nava, Steiger, & Röder, 2014; Petkova et al., 2012; Radziun & 

Ehrsson, 2018a; 2018b; Gallagher, Colzi, & Sedda, 2021; Galigani, Fossataro, Gindri, Conson, 

& Garbarini, 2022), used to probe the dynamic plasticity of body ownership. During the 

procedure, the experimenter moves the blindfolded participant’s left index finger to touch 

the knuckle of a right rubber hand and synchronously touches the participant’s right hand 
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at the same site as the rubber hand is touched. This stimulation creates in the participants 

a sensation of touching their right hand with their left index finger, even though they are 

touching a prosthetic hand model. The illusion strength is usually quantified by 

questionnaire ratings and a behavioral measure, proprioceptive drift, i.e., a change in the 

perceived position of the person’s real hand towards the location of the rubber hand. 

Questionnaire ratings have been shown to correlate with proprioceptive drift (e.g., Tsakiris 

& Haggard, 2005; Kammers, de Vignemont, Verhagen, & Dijkerman, 2009), but 

subsequent studies have questioned this finding, reporting that the two measures do not 

always correlate (e.g., Rohde, Di Luca, & Ernst, 2011; Abdulkarim & Ehrsson, 2016); this has 

sparked debate about how exactly the sense of ownership measured by the 

questionnaire responses is related to the changes in the perception of body position 

measured by proprioceptive drift (see Tosi, Mentesana, & Romano, 2023). 

Given the non-visual nature of the somatic rubber hand illusion, it is a helpful tool for 

manipulating body ownership in sighted and blind participants. Two studies have 

explored the dynamic plasticity of body ownership in blind individuals. In the first study 

(Petkova et al., 2012), a group of congenitally blind volunteers did not experience the 

illusion; they firmly rejected the questionnaire statement affirming the ownership of the 

fake hand and did not exhibit proprioceptive drift towards the object. However, the 

second study (Nava et al., 2014), in which both congenitally and non-congenitally blind 

volunteers took part, showed that the participants with acquired blindness mislocated 

their hand after the stimulation to the same extent as sighted individuals from the control 

group. What could be a potential reason for differences in this bodily illusion between 

participants with congenital and acquired blindness? Previous research has 

demonstrated that vision plays a significant role in developing spatial reference frames 

centered on the body, which help combine visual and tactile information into a shared 

coordinate system (e.g., Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005; Makin, Holmes, & Ehrsson, 2008). 

Sighted individuals seem to automatically convert tactile signals into the external 

coordinate system, which may stem from their prior visual experience. In fact, research 

on audio-tactile interaction tasks indicates that early sensory experience is essential for 

the development of body-centered external spatial reference frames (Röder, Kusmierek, 

Spence, & Schicke, 2007; Röder, Föcker, Hötting, & Spence, 2008) and that blind 

individuals instead rely on internal, anatomically based reference frames (Hötting, Rösler, 

& Röder, 2004b; Röder, Rösler, & Spence, 2004). The results of the only somatic rubber 

hand illusion experiments with blind participants to date suggest that while both 

congenitally and non-congenitally blind individuals might have less flexible representation 

of their own body compared to sighted individuals, non-congenitally blind participants 

may have received sufficient visual information to develop a mechanism that leads to a 

stimulation-driven recalibration of their hand position sense, similar to that observed in 

sighted individuals. Notwithstanding, except the experiments of Petkova and colleagues 
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(2012) and Nava and colleagues (2014), the intriguing topic of body ownership plasticity 

in blind individuals remains unexplored in empirical studies. 

Interestingly, drawings and models of human figures made by blind children are 

characterized by upper limbs exaggerated in size (Critchley, 1953; Kinsbourne & Lempert, 

1980), which has been interpreted as “mirroring the dominant part played by the organs 

of touch in the blind person’s body-image” (Critchley, 1953, p. 28). Recently, these findings 

have been replicated in an adult blind sample (Nava, Tamè, Giurgola, & Bolognini, 2021). 

Therefore, it could be speculated that in blind individuals, body representation might be 

“grounded in different types of sensory processing” (p. 30) than in sighted individuals, 

potentially with emphasis on bodily senses that are enhanced through compensatory 

mechanisms (see de Vignemont, 2014). 

Are there any limits in compensatory processes involved in body ownership experience 

following a sensory loss? An interesting account comes from the paper of Millière (2019), 

who conducted an interview focused on bodily sensations with a deafblind woman. She 

described losing awareness of her spatial location due to limited perceptual experience 

after removing the cochlear implant and then taking a relaxing bath. Strikingly, she 

explicitly said that she was still “aware of her body and limbs in this situation” (p. 9), 

although she reported limited bodily sensations, mostly only expressed through 

occasional muscle twitches. Similar experience of “lost” spatial awareness of one’s own 

body can be artificially induced in hearing and sighted individuals through multisensory 

deprivation in sensory deprivation tanks, which attenuate visual, auditory, tactile, 

proprioceptive, thermal, and vestibular signals but increase cardiorespiratory sensations 

(Feinstein et al., 2018). 

 

1.4 Modality-independent basis of body ownership 

What could be a common source of body ownership experience in blind and sighted 

individuals? Neural correlates of self-concept representation have been shown to 

partially overlap in blind and sighted individuals, as reflected by the activation of the 

medial prefrontal cortex in both groups in relation to elaborating and encoding self-

relevant information (Ma & Han, 2011). Although self-concept and body ownership have 

been shown to influence each other (Tacikowski, Weijs, & Ehrsson, 2020), they are two 

different aspects of the mental representation of oneself and require separate 

investigation. 

The feeling of body ownership might at least partially rely on innate mechanisms, 

stemming from pre-wired architecture of the brain (see Amedi, Hofstetter, Maidenbaum, 

& Heimler, 2017), complementary to the mechanisms based on sensory experience 

acquired throughout life. An example pointing towards the former comes from 
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observations of individuals with a congenital limb absence. Interestingly, such individuals 

can experience a feeling of their limb existing, a phantom limb, even though they were 

born without it (see Melzack, Israel, Lacroix, & Schultz, 1997; Gallagher, Butterworth, Lew, & 

Cole, 1998; Brugger et al., 2000). Based on such cases, it has been proposed that body 

representation develops first in utero, constructed through spontaneous movements, and 

then continues to develop after birth, this time gathering all the available sensory 

information (Price, 2006). Importantly, however, some reports show a lack of typical brain 

representation of a missing limb in individuals with congenital limb absence (Wesselink et 

al., 2019).  

In a study examining body map proto-organization in newborn macaques, Arcaro and 

colleagues (2019) found that the newborns’ topographic representations of the body did 

not differ from those in older monkeys. Moreover, the somatomotor representations were 

similar in two visually impaired animals, who relied on touch to interact with the 

environment. Along similar lines, it was shown that in congenitally blind individuals, 

“seeing” body shapes through a sensory substitution device, in this case, “translating” 

visual information to sounds, leads to activation of the extrastriate body area (EBA), a 

region located in the extrastriate visual cortex, although they have never seen their own 

or anyone else’s body (Striem-Amit & Amedi, 2014). Even though the EBA has been 

identified as a specialized neural system for visual perception of the human body 

(Downing, Jiang, Shuman, & Kanwisher, 2001), the study of Striem-Amit and Amedi (2014) 

shows that it can exhibit body shape-related activity regardless of sensory input and 

visual experience. Despite the complete absence of vision from birth and limited 

exposure to others’ body shapes, body shape selectivity was robustly present in both 

sighted and congenitally blind volunteers. Along similar lines, Kitada and colleagues (2014) 

showed that the superior part of the EBA displays greater sensitivity to hand shapes as 

contrasted with inanimate objects, and such sensitivity does not depend on the sensory 

modality (visual identification or haptic identification) or visual experience (sighted or 

blind). It has also been shown that the EBA receives kinesthetic feedback regarding one’s 

actions, meaning it can process information from non-visual modalities (Kitada, 

Johnsrude, Kochiyama, & Lederman, 2009; Costantini, Urgesi, Galati, Romani, & Aglioti, 

2011). However, a recent study reported that the EBA does not exhibit an action-related 

response in blind individuals, unlike sighted individuals (Yizhar, Tal, & Amedi, 2023). 

Furthermore, a functional connectivity analysis demonstrated that blind participants 

exhibit weaker connections between the EBA and sensorimotor regions than sighted 

volunteers, which would suggest that although the EBA responds to sensory input in blind 

individuals, this region’s motor-related responses depend on early visual experience. 

To sum up, evidence suggests that some basis for body ownership might already be 

present at birth. However, the subsequently acquired sensory experiences significantly 

shape the feeling of body ownership and influence its dynamic plasticity.
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2 Research aims 
This thesis aimed to systematically describe differences and similarities between blind 

and sighted individuals in body perception and functioning of the bodily senses. 

 

2.1 Study I aim 

The study aimed to determine whether blind individuals have a superior ability to perceive 

their heartbeat compared to sighted individuals. 

 

2.2 Study II aim 

The study aimed to investigate the influence of blindness on two tactile submodalities, 

affective touch and discriminative touch. Specifically, the study aimed to examine 

whether blind individuals perceive affective touch differently than sighted individuals and 

thus provide further insight into somatosensory perception following blindness, 

considering the socioemotional aspect of touch. The study also aimed to replicate 

previous findings showing enhanced discriminative tactile acuity in blind individuals. 

 

2.3 Study III aim 

The study aimed to replicate previous experiments suggesting that blind individuals do 

not experience the somatic rubber hand illusion, a bodily illusion triggered by the 

integration of correlated tactile and proprioceptive signals from two hands. The study also 

investigated whether enhanced tactile acuity and cardiac interoceptive accuracy in blind 

individuals could explain the weaker illusion. 

 

2.4 Study IV aim 

The study aimed to investigate the effect of short-term visual deprivation on 

discriminative touch, cardiac interoception, and thermosensation in sighted volunteers. 

 

2.5 Study V aim  

The study aimed to investigate the relationship between cardiac interoceptive accuracy, 

the ability to accurately sense one’s heartbeat, and cortical thickness in a group of 

congenitally blind individuals and matched sighted volunteers.
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3 Materials and methods 

3.1 Participants 

A total of 36 blind and 36 sighted individuals (age range: 22-45 years, mean age: 33.42 

years in the blind group, 33.19 in the sighted group; 19 men and 17 women per group; one 

left-handed volunteer in the sighted group) participated in Study I, Study II and Study III. 

The data of 22 blind and 12 sighted volunteers were reanalyzed as part of Study V, with 

the additional recruitment of one blind participant and 11 sighted participants. Sighted 

participants were age- and the sex-matched with blind participants. Study IV was 

completed by a total of 64 sighted right-handed volunteers: 32 in the blindfolded group 

(age range: 18–39, mean age: 26.4 years, 16 women, 16 men) and 32 in the control, non-

blindfolded group (age range: 19–46, mean age: 26.5, 16 females, 16 males). 

All participants reported that they had no additional sensory or motor disabilities. 

Individuals who had previously experienced neurological or psychiatric conditions were 

not eligible to participate in the studies. 

All blind participants had their blindness attributed to a peripheral cause. We recruited 

participants who were either completely blind or had minimal light sensitivity that could 

not be functionally used and no pattern vision. Of the 36 participants, 31 were blind from 

birth, two became blind during childhood, and three became blind later in life. We used 

the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory to assess handedness in the sighted group (Oldfield, 

1971) and its modified version in the blind group (Argyropoulos, Sideridis, & Papadimitriou, 

2014). The characteristics of the blind participants can be found in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Blind participant characteristics 

Participant Age 
(years) 

Sex Cause of 
blindness 

Age at blindness 
onset 

Handedness Reading hand 
(finger) 

Age at Braille 
learning onset 

Reading 
frequency 

1 24 male atrophy of the 
optic nerve 

congenitally blind right-handed left (index finger) 6 every day 

2 26 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left 7 every day 

3 37 female retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous right 7 every day 

4 28 female retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind right-handed right 8 every day 

5 25 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left 7 rarely 

6 34 male undefined 
(genetic) 

congenitally blind right-handed left 7 every day 

7 32 female retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left 6 rarely 

8 43 male atrophy of the 
optic nerve 

congenitally blind right-handed left (index finger) 7 rarely 

9 31 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind right-handed right 5 once a week 

10 32 female retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous right (index finger) 7 rarely 

11 40 female atrophy of the 
optic nerve 

congenitally blind right-handed right (index finger) 7 every day 

12 39 female retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind right-handed left (index finger) 6 often 
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13 40 female retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind right-handed left 6 none 

14 30 female atrophy of the 
optic nerve 

congenitally blind ambidextrous right 4 rarely 

15 30 male optic nerve 
hypoplasia 

congenitally blind ambidextrous right 7 once a week 

16 39 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left 5 rarely 

17 27 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind right-handed right 7 rarely 

18 45 female retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left 7 rarely 

19 45 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left 7 rarely 

20 22 male microphthalmia congenitally blind ambidextrous left 4 every day 
21 45 female retinopathy of 

prematurity 
congenitally blind right-handed right (index finger) 7 every day 

22 31 female atrophy of the 
optic nerve 

congenitally blind ambidextrous right (index finger) 7 often 

23 31 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left 6 once a week 

24 35 female congenital 
glaucoma 

congenitally blind ambidextrous both 7 rarely 

25 23 male atrophy of the 
optic nerve 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left (index finger) 7 every day 

26 22 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind ambidextrous left (index finger) 6 every day 

27 33 male atrophy of the 
optic nerve 

congenitally blind right-handed left (index finger) 6 rarely 

28 29 male retinopathy of 
prematurity 

congenitally blind right-handed left (index finger) 7 rarely 

29 36 female undefined 
(genetic) 

congenitally blind ambidextrous right (index finger) 4 often 

30 42 male toxoplasmosis congenitally blind right-handed right (index finger) 8 often 
31 35 female undefined 

(genetic) 
congenitally blind right-handed right (index finger) 4 rarely 

32 40 male eye injury 3 ambidextrous right (index finger) 6 rarely 
33 23 female glaucoma 4 right-handed left (middle finger) 4 rarely 
34 26 female retinal 

detachment 
17 right-handed left (index finger) 17 rarely 

35 38 male glaucoma 21 right-handed right (index finger) 22 none 
36 45 female eye injury 23 right-handed left (index finger) 19 often 

 

A methodological strength of all presented studies with blind participants is a sighted 

control group exactly matched in age and sex. The samples across all studies were also 

gender-balanced due to reports suggesting that women exhibit higher interoceptive 

sensibility (tendency to notice bodily sensations more often) but lower interoceptive 

accuracy (Grabauskaitė, Baranauskas, & Griškova-Bulanova, 2017) while also presenting 

higher tactile acuity (Wong et al., 2011a). We recruited both blind and sighted participants 

through various recruitment channels to ensure the samples were representative and to 

mitigate any potential bias from a single channel. 

Studies I-III and Study V were approved by the Jagiellonian University Ethics Committee. 

Study IV was approved by the Ethics Review Authority in Sweden. Before the experiment, 

all participants provided written informed consent. All participants were compensated for 

their time, and the blind participants were also reimbursed for their travel expenses. The 

documents were read to the blind participants by the experimenter, and the signature 

location was specified using tactile markers. 
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3.2 Behavioral testing 

3.2.1 Study I (heartbeat counting task) 

All volunteers were naïve to the procedure. At the start of the experiment, the participants 

were given a questionnaire about their bodily experiences to complete. The 

Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness (MAIA) includes 32 items and 

measures interoceptive body awareness across eight different areas (Mehling et al., 2012; 

see Brytek-Matera & Kozieł, 2015 for a Polish translation and validation). Completing the 

questionnaire at the beginning rather than by the end of the experiment allowed any 

potential increase in physiological arousal, such as from walking quickly to the testing site, 

to return to a normal level before proceeding with the study. Participants were also 

instructed not to consume any caffeinated drinks on the day of the experiment to prevent 

potential heart rate elevation. 

Next, the participants were given a brief explanation of the experimental setup and the 

procedure. Each participant was seated comfortably on a chair. Sighted participants were 

blindfolded during the task. Before starting the task, a baseline heart rate measurement 

was taken for five minutes. The participants’ heart rate was measured with a Biopac MP150 

BN-PPGED (Goleta, CA, United States) pulse oximeter attached to their left index finger 

and connected to a laptop with AcqKnowledge software (Version 5.0). The number of 

heartbeats was then recorded within a preset time and quantified using the embedded 

“count peaks” function. To ensure that the participants did not feel any discomfort or 

pulsation in their fingers due to the grip of the pulse oximeter, the experimenter adjusted 

the finger cuff to fit comfortably and not too tightly. 

The participants were given the following instructions: “Without manually checking, can 

you silently count each heartbeat you feel in your body from when you hear ‘start’ to when 

you hear ‘stop’? Do not take your pulse or feel on your chest with your hand. You are only 

allowed to feel the sensation of your heart beating” (adapted from Garfinkel, Seth, Barrett, 

Suzuki, & Critchley, 2015). The latter part of the instruction was added to follow the 

recommendation to stress the need only to report clearly felt heartbeats (Desmedt et al., 

2020). Then, the participants verbally reported the number of heartbeats counted. They 

were not given any information about how well they performed. After they reported the 

number of heartbeats counted, they were asked to rate their confidence in their response 

(see Garfinkel et al., 2015) using a scale from 0 (total guess/no heartbeat awareness) to 

10 (complete confidence/full perception of heartbeat). Before the next trial, there was a 

rest period of 30 seconds. The experiment involved six trials, where intervals of different 

durations (25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 seconds) were presented in random order. The 

participants received no information about the interval length. 
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For the examination of another aspect of metacognitive reflection, which involves 

assessing one’s beliefs about performance before and after a task (see Fleming, Massoni, 

Gajdos, & Vergnaud, 2016; Kirsch et al., 2021), participants were asked to rate their 

expected performance on a scale of 0 (not so well/total guess) to 100 (very well/very 

accurate) before beginning the task. After completing the task, they were asked to rate 

their performance on the same scale. The ratings were examined independently of the 

confidence judgments given after each trial. 

We also measured tactile acuity to explore a potential relationship between interoceptive 

and tactile abilities, using the grating orientation task (Johnson & Phillips, 1981; Van Boven 

& Johnson, 1994). The procedure for the task is described in Section 3.2.2.2. 

 

3.2.2 Study II 

First, the participants were informed about the experimental setup and received a short 

procedure description. They were seated comfortably on a chair and were requested to 

take off any accessories they were wearing and roll up their sleeves, allowing the 

experimenter access to their entire palm and forearm. Sighted participants were 

blindfolded during the tasks. The affective touch task was carried out on the left palm and 

forearm, while the grating orientation task was conducted on the right index finger. 

 

3.2.2.1 Affective touch task 

Before the task began, the experimenter drew two identical shapes (9 × 4 cm) on the 

participant’s left forearm and palm using a washable marker. Through this approach, the 

experimenter could manage both the amount of pressure used and the size of the area 

that received the stimulation, as using excessive pressure could have caused the brush 

to spread out over a broader surface area. The stimulated areas were alternated to avoid 

the fatigue of the CT fibers (McGlone et al., 2012). A soft brush (Precision Cheek Brush, 

Article No. 89650729, Åhléns, Stockholm, Sweden) was used to apply touches at seven 

different velocities, ranging from 0.3 to 27 cm/s. Two velocities of 3 and 6 cm/s were 

considered “CT optimal,” while 1 and 9 cm/s were considered “borderline,” and 0.3, 18, and 

27 cm/s were considered “CT nonoptimal” (Löken et al., 2009). The participant’s task was 

to rate the pleasantness of the touch on a scale from 0 (not at all pleasant) to 100 

(extremely pleasant) after each trial. The touch at each velocity was administered three 

times, resulting in 21 trials for each skin site, presented randomly in three blocks. After 

each rating, participants were asked to rate their confidence in their assessment (see 

Crucianelli, Enmalm, & Ehrsson, 2022) on a scale from 0 (not confident at all) to 10 

(extremely confident). 
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To assess an additional aspect of metacognitive reflection, specifically the participants’ 

beliefs about their performance before and after task completion, they were asked to 

evaluate their performance in the task for all trials before and after completing them. After 

the participants were given instructions and had the opportunity to ask questions about 

the task, they were asked to rate their expected performance on a scale of 0 (not so 

well/total guess) to 100 (very well/very accurate). After completing the task, they were 

asked to rate their actual performance on the same scale. These ratings were analyzed 

separately from the confidence judgments made after individual trials. 

 

3.2.2.2 Grating orientation task (discriminative touch task) 

This procedure used eight hemispheric plastic domes with parallel bars and grooves of 

equal width as stimuli (JVP [Johnson-Van Boven-Phillips] Spatial Discrimination Domes, 

Stoelting, Inc., Wood Dale, IL). The stimuli had eight widths ranging from 0.35 to 3 mm 

(0.35, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 2, and 3 mm). The procedure followed the standard method 

described in the paper of Van Boven and colleagues (2000). The participant’s right index 

finger was placed palm-up on a table, and the experimenter applied the gratings to the 

finger’s distal pad for approximately 1.5 seconds with moderate force, avoiding any finger 

movement. The grating’s orientation was either horizontal or vertical relative to the finger’s 

long axis. The participant had to identify the gratings’ orientation in a two-alternative 

forced-choice paradigm. The experiment consisted of eight blocks, one for each grating 

width, and each block had 20 randomized trials with an equal number of horizontal and 

vertical gratings. The blocks were ordered by decreasing width of the gratings. The 

participants did not receive any feedback on their responses. After identifying the grating 

orientation, participants rated their confidence in their response on a scale from 0 (total 

guess) to 10 (complete confidence). 

Similar to the affective touch task, to examine prior and posterior beliefs about the 

participants’ performance, after they received the instructions for the task and had a 

chance to clarify any questions they had, they were requested to evaluate their overall 

performance on the task concerning all trials. Before starting the task, the participants 

were asked to rate their anticipated performance on a scale of 0 (not so well/total guess) 

to 100 (very well/very accurate). After completing the task, they were asked to reflect on 

their actual performance on the same scale. The data collected from these assessments 

were analyzed separately from the confidence ratings given by the participants after 

individual trials. 
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3.2.3 Study III (somatic rubber hand illusion) 

The experimental setup was explained to the participants at the beginning of the 

procedure. The participants in the sighted group were asked to wear a blindfold. Both 

groups were instructed to sit comfortably on a chair with their arms and hands on a table 

in front of them. The rubber hand, a life-sized cosmetic prosthetic right hand filled with 

hard plastic, was placed between their right and left hands, parallel to the right hand. The 

distance between the participant’s right index finger and the rubber hand’s index finger 

was always 15 cm. Instructions were provided to the participants about correctly 

positioning their hands on the table. They could adjust their hand position on the tabletop 

to avoid discomfort during the experiment. Both groups were asked to manually explore 

the model hand before the experiment started to confirm that they knew the object they 

would touch was a rubber hand. Thus, all participants received the same information 

about the experimental setup. 

To minimize any differences between the surfaces of the hands, the participant, the 

experimenter, and the rubber hand were all wearing the same type of disposable nitrile 

gloves (Vileda, Weinheim, Germany). The experimenter held the participant’s left hand in 

a steady grip throughout the procedure, with the participant’s index finger protruding and 

the remaining fingers loosely bent. The participant’s right hand was placed comfortably 

with the palm on a table. The experimenter moved the participant’s left index finger to 

touch the rubber hand’s index finger knuckle and touched the participant’s right-hand 

knuckle either at the same time (experimental, synchronous condition) or with a delay 

(control, asynchronous condition) in a gentle tapping motion. Each tap lasted about 300 

ms. The trial lasted about 60 seconds, with around 46 taps in each condition. After each 

trial, there was a 30-second break where participants were instructed to move their 

hands to avoid any residual effects of the illusion. The experimenter was trained to ensure 

consistency in performing the task for all participants. 

Before and following the stimulation, the participants were requested to use their left 

index finger to indicate the position of their right index finger. The experimenter placed 

the participant’s left index finger on a ruler with a smooth surface and asked them to move 

it quickly toward the perceived position of their right index finger; this was done twice in 

each trial: once before the trial started and once right after the trial. The difference 

between the two pointing measurements was used to calculate proprioceptive drift. The 

numerical difference between proprioceptive drift in the synchronous and asynchronous 

conditions is referred to as “proprioceptive shift”. 

One additional trial of each condition (synchronous and asynchronous) was performed 

following the proprioceptive drift trials. After the stimulation, the participants were asked 

to complete a questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of five statements from the 

original article describing the somatic rubber hand illusion (Ehrsson et al., 2005). One of 
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the statements referred to the illusory sensation of self-touch, while the other four 

statements were designed as a control for any possible effects related to expectations 

or task compliance. The participants were asked to rate their experience during the 

stimulation based on these statements. The questionnaire used a 7-point Likert scale, 

where ‘-3’ indicated strong disagreement, ‘+3’ indicated strong agreement, and a score of 

‘0’ represented uncertainty. 

To investigate whether there was a link between the somatic rubber hand illusion and 

tactile or cardiac interoceptive abilities, we used two tasks: the grating orientation task 

(Johnson & Phillips, 1981) to measure tactile acuity and the heartbeat counting task 

(Schandry, 1981) to measure cardiac interoceptive accuracy. The procedures used for 

these tasks are described in Sections 3.2.2.2 and 3.2.1, respectively. 

 

3.2.4 Study IV 

The study had three separate testing sessions (I, II, III), each involving four tasks. Fixed time 

intervals separated the sessions. The tasks were performed in the following order: (1) 

heartbeat counting task, (2) thermal matching task, (3) tactile grating orientation task, and 

(4) temperature detection task. We chose this order of tasks to prevent any impact 

performing thermal and tactile tasks might have on heart reactivity and created a clear 

separation between two thermal tasks by including a task involving a different sensory 

modality. Both groups of participants completed tasks before and after a period of either 

visual deprivation (blindfolded group) or normal visual conditions (control group) and then 

again after a “washout period” of 40 minutes when all participants were exposed to 

standard lighting conditions. Only the participants in the deprived group wore the 

blindfold between sessions I and II. For these participants, the blindfold was kept on from 

the end of the session I until the end of session II. In contrast, the control group 

participants removed their masks and were exposed to light after every task during 

session II. This design enabled a straightforward comparison of the initial performance of 

both groups. Throughout the period of blindfolding or control, the participants were awake 

and engaged in either listening to a pre-selected playlist of music or a podcast of their 

choosing and were monitored by the experimenter to ensure they remained alert and 

comfortable. In the deprived group, the lights were turned off during session II to ensure 

complete darkness, and the experimenter used minimal light to apply stimuli and record 

answers.  The participants were asked about their perception of light at the beginning and 

end of the experiment to ensure the blindfold was effective. 

Before starting the experiment, the participants were given information about the 

experimental setup and a brief study description. They then sat in a comfortable position 

on a chair. The room temperature was monitored and maintained at approximately 22.5 
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°C throughout the experiment. Before starting the tasks, the participants were given time 

to adjust to the room temperature. The thermal tasks were conducted on the left non-

dominant palm or forearm, while the grating orientation task was conducted on the right 

dominant index finger. The same experimenter administered all tasks to all participants. 

 

3.2.4.1 Heartbeat counting task 

The procedures used for this task are described in Section 3.2.1. 

 

3.2.4.2 Thermal matching task 

The participants were presented with a range of temperatures that varied from cool to 

warm in increments of 2 °C. The temperatures were presented in either increasing or 

decreasing order. The participants had to verbally indicate the temperature presented at 

the start of each trial (“reference temperature”); this was repeated six times to form six 

trials in an increasing/decreasing manner presented in a randomized order. The reference 

temperatures used were 30 °C, 32 °C, and 34 °C, within the neutral/non-painful 

temperatures range. At the start of each trial, the temperature was within 8 °C of the 

reference temperature. The same procedure was conducted on both the palm (glabrous 

skin) and forearm (hairy skin), and the starting skin site was counterbalanced across 

participants and sessions. The duration of each stroke was 3 seconds, and the velocity of 

the touch was approximately 3 cm/s. 

After the participants reported their perception of the reference temperature, they were 

asked to rate their confidence in their answer on a scale from 0 (total guess) to 10 

(complete confidence). 

Two variables were introduced: location (palm/forearm) and order of temperature change 

(increasing/decreasing). For each subject, one accuracy value for “increasing” trials and 

one for “decreasing” trials were obtained, separately for the forearm and palm. To be 

consistent with previous research that demonstrated different effects on the skin and 

central nervous system for warming and cooling, we analyzed the increasing and 

decreasing trials separately for each skin location. 

 

3.2.4.3 Temperature detection task 

The method of the limits was used to measure the detection of cold and warm static 

thermal stimuli (see Fruhstorfer, Lindblom, & Schmidt, 1976). The thermode was placed on 

the participant’s forearm or palm without additional pressure. The participants were 
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asked to hold a response button and press it as soon as they perceived a temperature 

change, whether it was warmer or colder than the previous temperature. The stimulation 

began at 32 °C, and as soon as the button was pressed, the temperature changed in the 

opposite direction and returned to the baseline temperature, where it stayed for 

5 seconds before moving to the next trial. The temperature increased or decreased by 1 

°C/s and then returned to its original value at a speed of 4 °C/s. Participants completed 

five trials of the task per order (increasing/decreasing temperature), both on the palm and 

the forearm. The starting location for the task was counterbalanced across participants 

and sessions. 

In this task, we defined optimal performance based on two factors. The first was 

sensitivity to temperature change, calculated by measuring the average difference from 

the target temperature (32 °C). The second factor was consistency in detecting 

temperature changes, which was determined by calculating the standard deviation of the 

trials within a block of either increasing (warmth perception) or decreasing (cold 

perception) for both the palm and forearm. 

 

3.2.4.4 Grating orientation task 

The procedures used for this task are described in Section 3.2.2.2. 

 

3.2.4 Study V 

Study V included the heartbeat counting task. The procedures used for this task are 

described in Section 3.2.1. 

 

3.3 Neuroimaging 

The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data of the blind participants were collected as a 

part of another project (Korczyk et al., in preparation) at the Małopolskie Centrum 

Biotechnologii in Kraków, Poland, using a 3T Siemens Skyra scanner with a padded 64 

channel head coil. T1-weighted images were acquired using a magnetization-prepared 

rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (TR 1800 ms, TE 2.37 ms, flip angle 8⁰, FOV 250, 

208 coronal slices, voxel size 0,729 mm3). This MRI protocol provided high-resolution 

structural MRI scans of the participants’ whole brains. 

Processing of the images and surface-based morphometry were performed using the 

recon-all function of FreeSurfer (version 7.2.0, http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) with 
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default parameter settings. A full description of the processing steps can be found 

elsewhere (Fischl & Dale, 2000). Briefly, image reconstruction involved intensity 

normalization, transformation to Talairach atlas space, and removal of non-brain tissue. 

The boundary between white and gray matter was determined using intensity, 

neighborhood, and smoothness constraints. Then, the space between the pial surface and 

white matter boundary was tessellated and smoothed to create a cortical ribbon. The 

cortical ribbon was parcellated, and specific neuroanatomical labels were assigned to 

each voxel based on landmarks and probabilistic anatomical information (Dale et al., 1999; 

Fischl et al., 2002; Fischl et al., 2004; see also Hölig, Guerreiro, Lingareddy, Kekunnaya, & 

Röder, 2023 for the same processing pipeline). The thickness of the cortex was 

determined by measuring the closest distance between the boundaries of gray and white 

matter and gray and pial matter at each vertex of both hemispheres (Fischl & Dale, 2000). 

The images were checked visually for motion blur and segmentation errors and corrected 

manually if necessary. Both hemispheres of each participant were registered to the 

fsaverage atlas (common surface space) templates included in FreeSurfer, and smoothed 

using a Gaussian kernel with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 10 mm. The two 

hemispheres were modeled separately. 

Differences between groups in cortical thickness were examined for the left and right 

hemispheres separately with a vertex-by-vertex general linear model (GLM). Statistical 

analysis was performed at each vertex to test the significance of the correlation between 

interoceptive accuracy and cortical thickness. The models included one regressor 

corresponding to interoceptive accuracy and age and sex as covariates of no interest. 

Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using a Monte Carlo cluster-wise 

simulation with a vertex-wise threshold of p <.001 (two-tailed) and a cluster-wise 

threshold of p <.05 (Hagler et al., 2006). 

 

3.4 Ethical considerations 

All participants were informed that they were not obligated to participate and could 

withdraw from the study at anytime. The methods used did not cause physical harm or 

pain, and the likelihood of serious injury was low. The participants were also informed that 

the knowledge gained from the studies could contribute to a better understanding of the 

brain’s ability to change and adapt, particularly following blindness, and that this 

understanding could provide a basis for future research, including clinical applications.
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4 Results 
This section provides an overview of the main findings and conclusions of the five studies 

included in this thesis. The result will be briefly summarized, but for more detailed 

information, please refer to the full-length studies provided as separately numbered 

appendices at the end of this thesis. 

 

4.1 Study I 

Our findings indicated that blind individuals demonstrate superior interoceptive 

accuracy, i.e., the ability to perceive internal bodily sensations; this was evident through 

their significantly better performance in the heartbeat counting task than the matched 

sighted group. Notably, the performance of the sighted control group was consistent with 

previous studies that employed the same heartbeat counting task paradigm, signifying 

successful implementation of the task. In turn, the blind group displayed a level of 

accuracy significantly higher than what is typically reported in the literature. Furthermore, 

the heart rate of both groups was similar. Therefore, any effect on performance attributed 

to differences in heart rate, as demonstrated in other studies (e.g., Study IV), can be ruled 

out as an explanation for the effect observed in this study. 

There was no significant difference between the blind and sighted groups regarding 

interoceptive sensibility, i.e., the individual’s subjective perception of their bodily 

sensations, measured using the MAIA questionnaire. No significant differences were 

observed between the two groups when looking at the individual subscales of the MAIA. 

Furthermore, there was no correlation between interoceptive accuracy and interoceptive 

sensibility (measured through MAIA) in either group. 

In the blind group, we did not observe a significant relationship between interoceptive 

accuracy and interoceptive sensibility, measured through average confidence ratings 

given after every trial of the heartbeat counting task. However, such a correlation was 

found in the group of sighted individuals. It is worth noting that there was no significant 

difference in average confidence ratings between the two groups. Furthermore, we did 

not observe any significant difference between the two groups in the belief of 

performance accuracy, either before or after the task. We also did not find a correlation 

between interoceptive accuracy and tactile acuity in either the group of blind participants 

or the sighted control group, although the Bayesian analysis suggests that this finding may 

not be conclusive. 
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4.2 Study II 

As predicted, touch velocity significantly influenced how pleasant the touch was 

perceived, reflected by the main effect of velocity on touch pleasantness. We found that 

across both groups, slow, CT-optimal touch was rated as more pleasant than fast, CT-

nonoptimal touch, and touch delivered at borderline velocities. Furthermore, there was a 

significant difference between borderline and CT-nonoptimal touch. However, the site of 

the skin (hairy skin of the forearm or glabrous skin of the palm) and the group did not 

significantly affect the overall perception of touch pleasantness. 

We did not find a significant interaction between velocity and skin site or between 

velocity and group. Importantly, however, there was a significant interaction of skin site 

and group, with touch being considered more pleasant on the forearm than on the palm 

for sighted participants, consistent with previous research. Interestingly, for blind 

participants, touch on the palm was rated as more pleasant than touch on the forearm, 

but this difference was not statistically significant after applying the Bonferroni correction 

or using a nonparametric approach. The overall perception of affective touch on the 

forearm or palm did not differ significantly between the two groups. 

In addition, we observed a significant interaction between group, velocity, and skin site, 

indicating that the pleasantness ratings varied among the groups depending on the skin 

sites and velocities being compared. In the sighted group, there was a significant 

difference between the forearm and the palm in the perception of CT-optimal touch and 

the perception of borderline touch but not in the perception of CT-nonoptimal touch, 

suggesting a general preference for the stimulation of the forearm. The opposite pattern 

was observed in the blind group, indicating a preference for the stimulation of the palm. 

Although there was a difference in the perception of CT-optimal touch between the palm 

and the forearm, it was not statistically significant after applying Bonferroni correction or 

using the nonparametric approach. Additionally, there was a significant difference in skin 

sites in the perception of borderline touch but not in the perception of CT-nonoptimal 

touch. Finally, there was no significant difference between the blind and sighted groups in 

how the participants perceived the affective touch when delivered on the forearm or palm 

at different velocities, whether it was CT-optimal, borderline, or CT-nonoptimal. 

We found no indication of preference for either the forearm or palm regarding the ability 

to differentiate between levels of the pleasantness of touch (i.e., affective touch 

sensitivity) for both sighted and blind groups. No significant effect of sex on touch 

pleasantness scores was found. 

Our results revealed a significant difference between the performance of blind and 

sighted participants in the grating orientation task, indicating that the tactile acuity of the 

blind group was higher. Moreover, the sighted group’s performance was consistent with 
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the results of other studies that utilized the same paradigm, demonstrating that the task 

was effectively executed in the current study. 

No significant correlation was observed between affective touch sensitivity for the 

forearm or palm and the grating detection threshold in both blind and sighted groups. 

However, based on Bayesian analysis, this outcome is inconclusive. 

We did not find a difference in the confidence level between the blind and sighted groups 

regarding their belief in the accuracy of their performance in the affective touch task, 

either before or after completing it. Similarly, there was no difference between the two 

groups regarding the belief in the accuracy of their performance in the grating orientation 

task before or after its completion. 

Finally, we found no significant relationship between the affective touch sensitivity scores 

on the forearm or the palm and the corresponding confidence ratings in both the sighted 

and blind groups. Likewise, no significant correlation was found between the grating 

detection threshold and the averaged confidence ratings across the task in both the 

sighted and blind groups. 

 

4.3 Study III 

The results showed that most sighted participants experienced the illusion in the 

synchronous condition and denied experiencing it in the asynchronous condition. 

Importantly, blind participants denied experiencing the illusion in both conditions. The 

control statements were rated negatively by both groups in both conditions. 

We analyzed the ratings on statement S1 (“I felt as if I was touching my right hand with my 

left index finger”) for both the synchronous and asynchronous conditions in each group. 

The results showed a significant difference between the two conditions in the sighted but 

not in the blind group. We also compared the responses to S1 with the averaged 

responses to control statements S2-S5 in the synchronous condition and found a 

significant difference in the sighted but not in the blind group; this suggests that the 

somatic rubber hand illusion was only observed in the sighted group, and not in the blind 

group, corroborated by a Bayesian analysis. Next, we compared the questionnaire 

responses between the sighted and blind groups. We found a significant difference in the 

illusion statement (S1) ratings between the groups in the synchronous condition but not 

in the asynchronous condition. These results suggest that the sighted group experienced 

a stronger somatic rubber hand illusion than the blind group. 

Furthermore, the results showed that the sighted group experienced a significantly 

greater proprioceptive drift in the synchronous condition compared to the asynchronous 
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condition, whereas the blind group did not show a significant difference between the 

conditions. Additionally, the sighted group had a significantly greater proprioceptive drift 

in the synchronous condition than the blind group, but there was no significant difference 

between the groups in the asynchronous condition. Furthermore, the proprioceptive shift, 

i.e., the difference in proprioceptive drift between the synchronous and asynchronous 

conditions, was significantly larger in the sighted group than in the blind group. 

We also investigated if there was a difference between the blind and sighted participants 

in pre-drift pointing accuracy before the experimental manipulation, i.e., the baseline 

ability to localize one’s finger before the stimulation trials commenced. Crucially, we found 

no significant difference, indicating that both groups had a similar basic ability to locate 

their finger. 

To investigate whether there is a relationship between tactile acuity and the strength of 

the somatic rubber hand illusion, we conducted a series of correlations between the 

measures of the illusion and the grating detection threshold. We did not find a significant 

correlation between the grating detection threshold and ratings on S1 in the synchronous 

condition or proprioceptive drift in the synchronous condition in both sighted and blind 

groups. We also did not find a significant correlation between the grating detection 

threshold and the difference between synchronous and asynchronous conditions in the 

S1 ratings or proprioceptive shift in the sighted and blind groups. 

We also conducted further correlation analyses to investigate whether there was a 

relationship between cardiac interoceptive accuracy, as measured by the heartbeat 

counting task, and the strength of the somatic rubber hand illusion. In the blind group, we 

did not find a significant correlation between cardiac interoceptive accuracy and S1 

ratings or proprioceptive drift in the synchronous condition. In the sighted group, we did 

not find such correlation with proprioceptive drift. Interestingly, we did observe a 

significant negative correlation between interoceptive accuracy and the rating on S1. 

Importantly, no significant correlations were observed for any other statement (except 

for S3 in the asynchronous condition in the blind group), in either the synchronous or 

asynchronous conditions, in the sighted or blind groups. To further examine the 

relationship between interoceptive accuracy and subjective ratings of the illusion, we 

examined the correlation of the difference score of S1 between synchronous and 

asynchronous conditions with interoceptive accuracy in the sighted group and found a 

significant negative correlation between these measures. Notably, such a significant 

negative correlation was not observed in the blind group. 

Finally, we investigated if there was a correlation between the illusion and proprioceptive 

drift questionnaire ratings by analyzing the correlation between the S1 in the synchronous 

condition and proprioceptive drift in the synchronous condition. We found a significant 

correlation in the sighted but not the blind group. Moreover, we did not find a significant 
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correlation between the difference in the rating of the illusion statement in synchronous 

and asynchronous conditions or proprioceptive shift in the synchronous versus 

asynchronous conditions in either the sighted group or the blind group. 

 

4.4 Study IV 

4.4.1 Heartbeat counting task 

We hypothesized that the deprived group would perform better in the heartbeat counting 

task after being blindfolded and that their performance would return to baseline after the 

light re-exposure period. However, our results showed that interoceptive accuracy 

improved over time for both groups, regardless of whether they were blindfolded or not. 

This conclusion was confirmed through further analysis; in the blindfolded group, there 

was a significant difference between the first and second sessions but no significant 

difference between the second and third sessions, and the same pattern was observed 

in the non-blindfolded group. No significant differences were found when comparing the 

two groups performance during each session. In summary, our results did not support our 

initial hypothesis, and we found that blindfolding did not have a specific effect on 

interoceptive accuracy. Notably, the initial level of performance in the heartbeat counting 

task was similar to the results of other studies that used the same method; this indicates 

adequate implementation of the task in the present study. 

Next, we conducted a 2x3 Bayesian analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine if there 

was evidence for the absence of an interaction between the group and the session. The 

results showed a Bayes factor of 7.072, indicating that the data were 7.072 times more 

likely to support the null hypothesis than the alternative hypothesis. Additionally, a 

Bayesian paired t-test was conducted to compare session II (session post-deprivation or 

control) between the blindfolded and control groups, resulting in a Bayes factor of 3.784 

in support of the null hypothesis. 

To investigate whether changes in heart rate affect the results of the heartbeat counting 

task, we conducted an exploratory analysis and found that heart rate decreased 

significantly throughout the experiment for all participants. Next, we conducted an 

analysis to see if there was any change in the average number of reported heartbeats in 

any of the groups throughout the sessions. We did not find a main effect of group, session, 

or interaction between group and session. These findings suggest that the improvement 

in accuracy observed during the task may have been due to natural fluctuations in heart 

rate rather than the improvement in task performance itself. 

The results from the confidence ratings analysis matched those from the accuracy 

analysis: we did not observe a main effect of the group or interaction between the group 
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and the session. However, we did observe a significant main effect of the session, meaning 

that confidence increased over time, regardless of group, without any evident influence 

from the blindfolding procedure. 

 

4.4.2 Thermal matching task 

We hypothesized that in the thermal matching task, participants in the deprived group 

would exhibit a temporary improvement in accuracy after being blindfolded, while those 

assigned to the control group would not show any changes in accuracy throughout the 

study. However, we did not find a main effect for the group, although a significant main 

effect for the session and a significant interaction between the group and session were 

observed. Post-hoc tests revealed no significant difference in the average accuracy 

between the groups in any of the sessions. Nonetheless, we observed a significant 

difference in accuracy between sessions I and II in the control group but not between 

sessions II and III. Conversely, in the blindfolded group, we found no significant difference 

in accuracy between sessions I and II or between sessions II and III. These findings suggest 

that visual deprivation did not significantly affect thermosensation, as measured by the 

thermal matching task. 

Our study results were consistent with those of Crucianelli et al. (2022), as in the initial 

session, the participants from both groups exhibited greater accuracy when the forearm 

was stimulated compared to the palm; this indicates a successful implementation of the 

task in our study. 

Regarding the confidence ratings, we did not observe a main effect of the group or 

interaction between the group and session, and we also did not observe a main effect of 

the session, thus showing that confidence did not increase over time for either group. 

Similar to Crucianelli et al. (2022), we found a significant difference in confidence ratings 

between the forearm and palm, with participants being more confident with their 

responses in the forearm trials. We did not observe a main effect of temperature or an 

interaction between location and temperature. Furthermore, our analyses indicated no 

interaction between group and location or between group and temperature. 

 

4.4.3 Temperature detection task 

Similar to the thermal matching task, we expected that blindfolding would lead to a 

significant improvement in accuracy for participants in the deprived group, while 

participants in the non-deprived group would not show any changes in accuracy over the 

sessions. The analysis showed no main effect of the group, no main effect of the session, 
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and no interaction between the group and session in terms of sensitivity to temperature 

change. Similarly, we observed no main effect of the group, no main effect of the session, 

and no interaction between the group and session in terms of consistency in perceiving 

temperature change. 

We conducted a 2x3 Bayesian ANOVA, separately for sensitivity and consistency, to 

determine if our data supported the null hypothesis that there was no interaction 

between the group and session. The Bayesian analysis showed a Bayes factor of 8.889 in 

favor of the null hypothesis for sensitivity and a Bayes factor of 9.495 in favor of the null 

hypothesis for consistency; this indicates strong evidence in favor of the null hypothesis 

of no interaction between the group and the session. Therefore, our results suggest that 

short-term visual deprivation does not influence thermosensation as measured by the 

temperature detection task. 

Furthermore, we found that both the deprived and non-deprived groups demonstrated 

greater sensitivity to cooling stimuli than warming stimuli in the baseline session, 

confirming the findings of Crucianelli et al. (2022). When we analyzed all sessions, we 

found no significant interaction between the group and temperature or between the 

group and location. 

 

4.4.4 Tactile grating orientation task 

We hypothesized that in the grating orientation task, the blindfolded group would perform 

significantly better than the control group in the second session, and this improvement 

would return to baseline after light re-exposure. We also expected that the control group 

would not demonstrate changes in accuracy across sessions. However, the data did not 

support our predictions: there was no main effect of group, session, or interaction 

between group and session. An exploratory analysis of performance differences between 

the groups during each session showed no significant results. In summary, visual 

deprivation did not significantly influence tactile acuity, and neither group showed no 

improvements or changes in tactile acuity over time. 

We performed a Bayesian 2x3 ANOVA to assess whether our data supported the null 

hypothesis of no interaction between the session and group. The Bayesian analysis 

yielded a Bayes factor of 8.19, indicating that the data were 8.19 times more likely to 

support the null hypothesis than the alternative hypothesis. Additionally, we conducted a 

Bayesian paired t-test to directly compare performance in the second session between 

the blindfolded and control groups. The analysis showed a Bayes factor of 3.386 in favor 

of the null hypothesis. Our findings suggest that short-term visual deprivation did not 

significantly affect tactile acuity, as measured by the grating orientation task. 
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The initial performance of both groups in the grating orientation task was similar to what 

has been reported in previous studies using the same paradigm, which indicates that the 

task was properly executed in our study. 

 

4.4.5 Cross-task performance 

No significant relationship was found between performance in any of the tasks. The 

absence of significant correlations between the tasks suggests that the processing of 

interoceptive submodalities might be independent of each other. 

 

4.5 Study V 

4.5.1 Behavioral results 

The blind participants had better interoceptive accuracy than the sighted control 

participants, as reflected by significantly higher performance in the heartbeat counting 

task. There was no significant difference in the average MAIA scores between the two 

groups, indicating that the blind and sighted control groups did not differ significantly in 

interoceptive sensibility, as measured by questionnaire ratings. Similarly, there was no 

significant difference in the confidence ratings between the blind and sighted control 

groups. These behavioral results are consistent with those presented in Study I, which 

was partly based on the same data, and confirm significant differences in cardiac 

interoceptive accuracy in the current groups of blind and sighted participants that 

underwent the structural MRI scans. 

 

4.5.2 Structural MRI results 

Blind participants showed bilaterally increased cortical thickness in the occipital cortex, 

encompassing the probable location of visual areas V1, V2, V3, and V4. This finding aligns 

with previous studies that have reported a thicker occipital cortex in blind individuals 

compared to sighted individuals. In addition, blind participants showed increased cortical 

thickness in the left frontal cortex, encompassing the gyrus rectus and the frontomarginal 

cortex, and exhibited reduced thickness in the left anterior temporal pole. 

When we included interoceptive accuracy, sex, and age in the analyses, we observed 

decreased cortical thickness for blind participants compared to sighted participants 

within the left transverse temporal cortex, the left lateral orbitofrontal cortex, the right 
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precentral gyrus, the right caudal middle frontal cortex, and the right superior parietal 

gyrus. 

Importantly, in addition to group differences in cortical structure, we found a relationship 

between cortical thickness and interoceptive accuracy. Our results revealed that blind 

but not sighted participants showed a significant positive correlation between accuracy 

on the heartbeat counting task and cortical thickness in the left occipital cortex, including 

V1, V2, and V3; this indicates that blind participants with thicker left occipital cortices 

performed better on a task that measures how accurately they can perceive their 

heartbeat. In the left superior temporal cortex, there was a negative correlation between 

cortical thickness and accuracy on the heartbeat counting task, but only among sighted 

participants. In the rostral middle frontal cortex, blind individuals showed a positive 

correlation between their accuracy on the heartbeat counting task and cortical thickness, 

while sighted individuals showed a negative correlation between the two measures. 
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5 Discussion 
The human brain can adapt remarkably and exhibit plasticity in response to a lack of 

sensory input, including vision, one of the primary senses. What is the influence of lack of 

vision on body perception? This question was the focus of this doctoral thesis that 

investigated the perception of one’s body following blindness. The thesis comprised five 

studies that explored various aspects of sensory perception in blind individuals 

compared to sighted individuals. The studies focused on investigating the differences 

between the two groups in their ability to perceive cardiac signals, their neuroanatomical 

correlates, tactile (affective and discriminative) perception, and multisensory integration 

within bodily senses. Additionally, the thesis investigated the effect of short-term visual 

deprivation on discriminative touch, cardiac interoception, and thermosensation in 

sighted individuals. Through a systematic investigation of these topics, this thesis aimed 

to provide new insights into the functioning of bodily senses and open a line of research 

with potentially important links to mental health. 

 

5.1 Body perception, brain plasticity, and emotions 

The finding that cardiac interoceptive accuracy is enhanced in blind individuals (Study I) 

can be considered a missing explanatory link between increased sensory acuity and 

strengthened emotion processing abilities following blindness (see Klinge, Röder, & 

Büchel, 2010; 2012; Gamond, Vecchi, Ferrari, Merabet, & Cattaneo, 2017). The ability to 

accurately detect one’s heartbeats has been correlated with many facets of emotion 

processing, for example, more intense affect as a response to emotional stimuli (Wiens, 

Mezzacappa, & Katkin, 2010) or more effective emotional regulation (Füstös, Gramann, 

Herbert, & Pollatos, 2013; Weiss, Sack, Henningsen, & Pollatos, 2014; Kever, Pollatos, 

Vermeulen, & Grynberg, 2015; Pollatos, Matthias, & Keller, 2015; Shaw et al., 2018); this 

suggests a rather intuitive claim that people good at detecting their sensory bodily signals 

are most likely also capable of utilizing such signals when they provide useful information. 

Moreover, Nord and Garfinkel (2022) proposed that variations in how accurately 

individuals perceive their internal bodily sensations could be a significant factor in 

explaining the diversity of emotional experiences among people. As blind individuals are 

prevented from having visual cues for their emotional reactions (for example, redness of 

one’s skin due to embarrassment), the ability to accurately detect cardiac signal might 

compensate for the lack of an emotional visual input (see Colombetti & Harrison, 2019). 

Affective touch has also been considered an important channel of emotional regulation, 

as physical touch in social interactions can influence emotions by meeting the 

expectations for social closeness (Fotopoulou, von Mohr, & Krahé, 2022; see also Burleson 

& Quigley, 2022). However, in our experiment (Study II), we did not find a general 
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enhancement of affective touch perception in blind participants but an inverted, as 

compared with sighted individuals, preference for stimulation on the glabrous skin of the 

palm. Therefore, the potential link between this finding and the improved ability to 

perceive and understand emotions following blindness is much less clear. It has been 

demonstrated that the emotional experience of touch can be influenced by the 

surrounding context, indicating that social and cognitive factors have a role in determining 

the pleasantness of a tactile experience (Löken, Evert, & Wessberg, 2011; Saarinen, 

Harjunen, Jasinskaja-Lahti, Jääskeläinen, & Ravaja, 2021; Sailer & Leknes, 2022). The 

context of being touched on the palm is possibly different following blindness. Blind 

individuals tend to use their palms extensively for daily activities, as this body part is one 

of their primary sources of knowledge about the environment, including its emotional 

aspect. The palm is an active and touch-seeking body part that facilitates social 

interaction (Perini, Olausson, & Morrison, 2015; Morrison, 2016), which suggests that the 

glabrous skin of the palm can both send and receive emotional signals, possibly serving 

as a crucial channel for social expression in blind individuals. 

 

5.2 Interoception following sensory deprivation 

The classic definition of interoception refers to the ability to sense and understand the 

internal sensations of one’s own body, such as those originating from organs like the heart, 

lungs, stomach, and bladder (see Sherrington, 1948). According to current theoretical 

proposals, signals transmitted through the skin, such as pain, temperature, and affective 

touch, are considered interoceptive, as they monitor the body’s physiological state. These 

signals are transmitted to the posterior insular cortex, an important target of visceral 

inputs, via a specific anatomical pathway different from the discriminative touch pathway 

(Craig, 2002; Björnsdotter, et al., 2010; Crucianelli & Ehrsson, 2023). Within this broader 

framework of interoception, we have therefore shown across two studies a difference in 

interoceptive processing between blind and sighted individuals: enhanced cardiac 

interoception (Study I) and relative preference for pleasant tactile stimulation on the 

glabrous skin of the palm versus the hairy skin of the forearm (Study II). Taken together, 

the findings reported in this thesis suggest the importance of visceral information and 

affective tactile processing in blind individuals. Since earlier studies on somatosensory 

abilities in blind individuals have heavily focused on exteroceptive aspects of touch (e.g., 

discriminative touch, tactile object perception), new research into bodily signals 

contributing to the sense of one’s bodily self in terms of interoceptive, affective 

dimensions constitute an important new direction for blindness research.  

Future studies should investigate to what extent the findings of enhanced cardiac 

interoceptive accuracy (Study I) are generalizable to other interoceptive submodalities. 

Therefore, it would be interesting to study the processing of information from other inner 
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organs, for example, the lungs, bladder, and stomach. There seems to be a correlation 

between how accurately individuals perceive their heartbeats and their ability to perceive 

sensations in the stomach (Van Dyck et al., 2016). Interestingly, it has been suggested that 

blind individuals may depend more on internal hunger signals than taste when making 

food choices (Gagnon, Kupers, & Ptito, 2013). Although it may suggest that the current 

finding of enhanced cardiac interoceptive accuracy could potentially be generalizable to 

other interoceptive submodalities, recent studies in healthy sighted individuals have 

found that perceptual abilities measured by different interoceptive tasks that probe 

different submodalities are independent, and the outcomes are uncorrelated (Study IV; 

see also Garfinkel et al., 2016b; Ferentzi et al., 2018; Crucianelli et al., 2022). Thus, to gain a 

more comprehensive understanding of the influence of long-term visual deprivation on 

interoception, future studies should use a battery of tests and examine how blindness 

affects different interoceptive submodalities. It would also be valuable to determine if 

visual deprivation affects some submodalities more than others. 

Our finding that enhanced cardiac interoceptive accuracy is related to the cortical 

thickness of the occipital cortex in congenitally blind individuals (Study V) goes in line 

with other reports showing involvement of the occipital cortex in body-related functions. 

Ikegami and colleagues (2022) showed that transcranial magnetic stimulation of the 

primary and secondary visual cortex interferes with rhythmic foot movement in blind 

participants but not in sighted volunteers, manifesting that the visual cortex can be 

functionally repurposed to motor and proprioceptive functions; this suggests that 

occipital regions might be involved in sensorimotor functions in blind individuals. However, 

as previous studies report movement feedback signals in visual areas (e.g., Gallivan, 

Chapman, Gale, Flanagan, & Culham, 2019), the role of the visual cortex in proprioceptive 

movement monitoring might be less surprising than a role in cardiac interoception. Taken 

together, Study V significantly broadens our understanding of the extent of cross-modal 

plasticity following blindness, previously reported predominantly in relation to the 

involvement of the visual cortex in auditory (e.g., Weeks et al., 2000; Amadeo, Stormer, 

Campus, & Gori, 2019; Vetter et al., 2020) and tactile processing (Burton, Sinclair, & 

McLaren, 2004; Pietrini et al., 2004; Ptito, Moesgard, Gjedde, & Kupers, 2005; Goyal, 

Hansen, & Blakemore, 2006; Ricciardi et al., 2007; Stilla et al., 2008). 

Finally, an interesting research avenue would be to investigate interoceptive accuracy in 

other populations with sensory loss, such as deaf individuals (see Kral & Sharma, 2023); 

this would help to determine whether enhanced interoceptive accuracy is specific to 

blindness or whether it is a more general adaptation to sensory deprivation. 
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5.3 A majority of blind individuals are immune to the somatic 

rubber hand illusion 

Study III aimed to investigate the effect of blindness on the somatic rubber hand illusion. 

The results indicated that blind individuals were considerably less likely to experience the 

illusion than sighted individuals, possibly due to differences in the multisensory 

processing of bodily sensory signals. These differences may be due to how the tactile and 

proprioceptive signals from the two hands are processed in the absence of vision. In 

sighted individuals, such signals are integrated into a coherent multisensory experience 

of direct self-touch, while in blind individuals, these signals seem to remain segregated 

and perceived as two distinct events. What could be the reason for such a difference? 

Multisensory integration of touch and proprioception requires processing tactile and 

proprioceptive information in a common external spatial reference frame (Ehrsson et al., 

2005; Makin et al., 2008; Azañón, Longo, Soto-Faraco, & Haggard, 2010). However, blind 

individuals, especially those congenitally blind, do not seem to remap tactile signals into 

an external spatial reference frame to the same degree as sighted individuals. Rather than 

relying on an external spatial reference frame, they depend more on an anatomical 

reference frame to locate tactile events (see Hötting et al., 2004b; Röder et al., 2004). 

Therefore, the limited ability of blind individuals to remap tactile and proprioceptive 

signals could prevent the somatic rubber hand illusion from emerging, given that it relies 

on the combination of these signals. 

Furthermore, our findings suggest that heightened cardiac interoceptive accuracy in blind 

individuals (Study I) could potentially be a source for reduced illusion susceptibility. It has 

been shown that participants with higher interoceptive accuracy tend to experience 

weaker rubber hand illusion (Tsakiris, Tajadura-Jiménez, & Costantini, 2011; but see also: 

Crucianelli et al., 2018; Horváth et al., 2020; Critchley, Botan, & Ward, 2021); this may be 

because individuals with lower interoceptive accuracy could compensate for their 

limitations in this ability by instead more strongly relying on the exteroceptive dimension 

of multisensory integration (see Tsakiris et al., 2011). In Study III, we partly replicated this 

relationship in the sighted group and found no association between interoceptive 

accuracy and illusion measures in the blind group. Although enhanced cardiac 

interoception is unlikely to be the primary cause for the absence of the somatic rubber 

hand illusion in blind individuals, it could potentially play a role as an individual differences 

factor. 

Is every blind person immune to the somatic rubber hand illusion, or is there a minority of 

cases of blind individuals that report feeling the illusion even when most do not? One (out 

of 36) of our participants (Study III) did report the illusory experience, rating it as 1 on a 

Likert scale from –3 to 3, while giving all the control statements a rating of –3 (there were 

also three other blind participants who rated the illusion statement positively, but they 
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gave equally positive ratings to the control statements, which would suggest task 

compliance effects). Future studies should investigate such individual cases using 

complementary methods, such as psychophysical approaches (e.g., Chancel & Ehrsson, 

2020; Chancel, Ehrsson, & Ma, 2022) and neuroimaging (Ehrsson et al., 2015) in order to 

provide conclusive results beyond anecdotal reports. 

An important element of Study III is that it replicates the findings previously reported by 

two independent research groups (Petkova et al., 2012; Nava et al., 2014). Replication 

studies are an essential part of building a cumulative knowledge base in psychology and 

cognitive neuroscience, as replicating previous studies allows to build on existing findings 

and establish more robust conclusions. In addition, as the primary results of previous 

studies were derived from non-significant results using frequentist statistics, we 

concluded that a replication study should also adopt Bayesian analysis to examine the 

statistical support for the absence of illusion effects, i.e., evidence in favor of the null 

hypothesis. This approach enabled us to determine whether the illusion in the blind group 

is absent or only significantly weaker. 

 

5.4 Future directions 

An alternative idea to tackle the question of the influence of visual experience on body 

ownership would be to perform rubber hand illusion experiments (both “classic” and 

somatic) on a group of newly sighted individuals (people who have recently gained the 

ability to see through medical treatment after previously being blind), as it has been 

shown that early visual deprivation alters multisensory interactions (Putzar et al., 2007). A 

sequence of experiments conducted on 11 children and teenagers who were 

approximately five to 10 years old when they underwent surgery for cataracts showed 

that early vision seems to be necessary for the typical development of several visual 

functions, like shape recognition (McKyton, Ben-Zion, Doron, & Zohary, 2015), size 

constancy (Andres, McKyton, Ben-Zion, & Zohary, 2017), or automatic imitation (McKyton, 

Ben-Zion, & Zohary, 2018). It has also been suggested that some impairments in visual 

information processing can be observed in sight recovery individuals, predominantly 

arising at higher cortical levels (Sourav, Bottari, Kekunnaya, & Röder, 2018; but see also: 

Putzar, Gondan, & Röder, 2012). Therefore, it could be hypothesized that newly sighted 

individuals would not show signs of “classic” and somatic rubber hand illusion due to 

alterations in multisensory processing caused by a lack of early visual experience. An 

interesting next step of such a study could be to test the patients a year after the sight 

restoration surgery since clear signs of improvement of visual capabilities can be 

observed with time (see McKyton et al., 2015; Andres et al., 2017; McKyton et al., 2018), and 

examine if one year with normal vision is enough to lead to any changes in the process of 

multisensory integration within the bodily senses. 
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Another interesting future direction would be a study in which the neural basis of body 

ownership in blind individuals would be examined. In the original somatic rubber hand 

illusion experiment, Ehrsson and colleagues (2005) showed that the illusion of touching 

one’s own hand is associated with activations in ventral premotor and intraparietal 

cortices and the cerebellum. Since it has been shown that the vast majority of 

congenitally blind individuals do not show any signs of the illusory experience, but non-

congenitally blind participants do when the illusion is measured with proprioceptive drift 

(Nava et al., 2014), it would be interesting to explore which brain regions are associated 

with somatic rubber hand illusion in non-congenitally blind participants. One of the 

possible candidates would be the posterior parietal cortex since activations in this region 

are known to reflect changes in the position sense of the arm (in contrast with activations 

in the premotor cortex, rather linked to the subjective feeling of ownership of the limb; 

Brozzoli, Gentile, & Ehrsson, 2012), and anterior intraparietal sulcus, shown to use the 

multisensory information in representing space near the hand (Makin, Holmes, & Zohary, 

2007). It could be hypothesized that in the non-congenitally blind group, the activation 

for the synchronous condition would be observed in these areas, mirroring the results of 

sighted participants. 

Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore the brain activation patterns of 

congenitally blind participants exposed to the somatic rubber hand illusion paradigm to 

confirm less activation in the premotor and posterior parietal cortex in line with the 

hypothesis of reduced multisensory integration (Study III). In such a study, unisensory 

conditions could be included (for example, tactile and finger movement) to estimate and 

compare multisensory and unisensory tactile and proprioceptive responses in both 

sighted and blind groups. It could be hypothesized that unisensory responses might be 

similar, but the multisensory synchronous condition that elicits the illusion in sighted 

individuals would differ substantially in terms of cortical activation. Such a study could 

help elucidate if specific brain regions and activation patterns are linked to the feeling of 

body ownership regardless of (lack of) constant visual experience of one’s own body. 

Finally, an interesting research avenue would be to study the vestibular system in blind 

individuals, as it contributes to our sense of balance and spatial orientation and has been 

shown to influence the feeling of body ownership (Preuss Mattsson, Coppi, Chancel, 

Ehrsson, 2022). However, research on the vestibular system in blind individuals is 

relatively limited compared to other sensory modalities. In an experiment investigating 

thresholds of passive whole-body motion discrimination, blind participants showed a 

superior performance compared with sighted volunteers (Moser, Grabherr, Hartmann, & 

Mast, 2015). However, in another behavioral study, congenitally blind participants were 

shown to have a limited ability to utilize spatial mechanisms during vestibular navigation 

(Seemungal, Glasauer, Gretsy, & Bronstein, 2007). Importantly, based on neuroimaging 

evidence showing increased activity in multisensory vestibular, somatosensory, and 
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primary motor cortices during imagined locomotion, it has been claimed that blind 

individuals might rely more on vestibular and somatosensory feedback for locomotion 

control when compared with sighted volunteers (Deutschländer et al., 2009). Future 

studies should investigate how the vestibular system interacts with other sensory 

modalities in blind individuals, especially modalities involved in the perception of one’s 

own body.
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6 Conclusions 
Research on body perception in blind individuals expands our understanding of the 

general processes involved in perceiving the body as one’s own. The studies presented in 

this thesis investigated cardiac interoception, affective and discriminative touch, and 

multisensory integration in blind and sighted participants. These studies not only explored 

the differences and similarities in body perception between blind and sighted individuals 

but also advanced our understanding of the role of visual information in the feeling of 

body ownership and shed light on how this feeling might arise in all individuals. 

The presented results show superior unisensory processing within the modalities of 

cardiac interoception and discriminative touch, unchanged proprioceptive processing, 

and weakened multisensory integration in blind individuals. Taken together, it would 

suggest that bodily awareness following blindness might rely more on unisensory 

processing than multimodal integration of sensory signals. 

In conclusion, the feeling of body ownership seems to result from the combination of 

information from all of the senses rather than being primarily influenced by one sense, 

such as vision, touch, proprioception, interoception, or other sensory modality (Ehrsson, 

2020).
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7 Points of perspective 
Studying body perception in blind individuals can provide valuable insights into cognitive 

and neural mechanisms of body ownership following a sensory loss and bear important 

practical implications. Although studies on body perception following blindness are 

clinically relevant, this issue has been largely neglected in the literature. 

One of the fascinating theories on the intersection of neuroscience and psychiatry is that 

congenitally blind individuals, as compared with normally sighted individuals, are less likely 

or completely prevented from the development of schizophrenia (Landgraf & 

Osterheider, 2013; Silverstein, Wang, & Keane, 2013a; Silverstein, Wang, & Roché, 2013b; 

Leivada & Boeckx, 2014; Leivada, 2016; Pollak & Corlett, 2019). Importantly, congenital 

blindness does not confer general protection against other psychiatric conditions, 

including those in which vision is thought to play an important role in the pathological 

process (e.g., anorexia nervosa; see below). Exploring the roots of a possible “shield” 

against schizophrenia in congenitally blind individuals would greatly benefit current 

knowledge of the possible causes of this severe psychiatric disorder. Differences in body 

perception have been mentioned among many potential factors contributing to this 

fascinating phenomenon (Silverstein et al., 2013a; Landgraf & Osterheider, 2013). It is not 

surprising since body-related impairments have been frequently shown in patients with 

schizophrenia (for a review, see Klaver & Dijkerman, 2016), including weak or variable self-

other boundaries (for a review, see Noel, Cascio, Wallace, & Park, 2017) and “multisensory 

disintegration” (Postmes et al., 2014). Cardiac interoceptive accuracy is enhanced in blind 

individuals (Study I), while reduced interoceptive accuracy has been observed in patients 

with schizophrenia (Ardizzi et al., 2016; Koreki, Funayama, Terasawa, Onaya, & Mimura, 

2021; Torregrossa, Amedy, Roig, Prada, & Park, 2022). Similarly, congenitally blind 

participants do not experience the somatic rubber hand illusion (Petkova et al., 2012; Nava 

et al., 2014; Study III), being interpreted as an indication of reduced flexibility of body 

representation in congenital blindness, while the visual equivalent of the illusion is 

enhanced in schizophrenia (e.g., Peled, Ritsner, Hirschmann, Geva, & Modai, 2000; Thakkar, 

Nichols, McIntosh, & Park, 2011; Germine, Benson, Cohen, & Hooker, 2013).  

Studying the phenomenon of congenitally blind individuals not developing schizophrenia 

is important for several reasons. First, it could provide valuable insights into the underlying 

biological and environmental factors that contribute to the development of schizophrenia. 

Understanding why congenitally blind individuals are seemingly protected from this 

disorder could help identify potential preventative measures or treatments. It could also 

help us better understand the underlying neurobiological mechanisms of schizophrenia 

and broaden our understanding of the role that sensory experiences, particularly visual 

perception, play in the development of this condition. Finally, such studies could also 

provide insight into potential prevention and treatment strategies for schizophrenia, 
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including the possibility of short-term modifying visual experiences to prevent or reduce 

the risk of developing the disorder. 

As mentioned before, congenital blindness and eating disorders are not mutually 

exclusive. The documented cases of anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa in patients 

with congenital blindness would suggest that visual input about one’s own body, as well 

as other people’s bodies, are not vital components of the pathological process, although 

research on blind women, especially congenitally blind, indicates that they tend to have a 

higher level of satisfaction with their body and are less prone to participating in dieting 

practices than normally sighted women (Baker, Sivyer, & Towell, 1998; Ashikali & Dittmar, 

2010). Blind individuals who suffer from eating disorders have reported a significant 

disruption in their body image, perceived perceptually through the sense of touch and 

cognitively as a significant concern with others’ perceptions of their appearance (see 

Cicmil & Eli, 2014). The patients reported perceiving their body as overweight by touching 

their limbs (Yager, Hatton, & Ma, 1986) and tactile examination of their entire body (Touyz, 

O’Sullivan, Gertler, & Beumont, 1988; Kocourkova, Soltysova, Mohaplova, & Hrdlicka, 2011). 

They also compared their bodies with other people using non-visual strategies, such as 

touching the bodies (for example, during a hug) or body parts (for example, during a 

handshake) of other people (Simeunovic Ostojic & Hansen, 2012; Thomas, Weigel, Lawton, 

Levendusky, & Becker, 2012). What is important to note is that clinical instruments helping 

the diagnostics are rarely adjusted to the needs of patients with sensory disabilities, 

except for the Three-Dimensional Body Rating Scale for the congenitally blind (Rocha 

Morgado, Campana, Ferreira, Rigby, & Tavares, 2013). 

The research presented in this thesis has several potential clinical implications. First, the 

finding that blind individuals are better at perceiving their heartbeat than sighted 

individuals (Study I) may have implications for further studies on emotional processing 

and bodily awareness in blind individuals. This knowledge can be used to design 

interventions for blind individuals with emotional regulation difficulties or disorders such 

as anxiety or panic disorder, as disrupted interoceptive processing has been described 

in these conditions (Paulus & Stein, 2010, Yoris et al., 2015, respectively). Second, the 

research on tactile perception following blindness (Study II) provides insight into how 

blind individuals perceive and process social and physical interactions compared to 

sighted individuals. Understanding similarities and differences in social tactile processing 

can help develop social skills training for blind individuals. Finally, in general, the study of 

cross-modal plasticity following blindness may provide insights into the potential for 

neural reorganization and plasticity in other conditions, such as after brain injury or stroke, 

and inform the development of interventions to promote recovery of function.
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